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A prActicAl guide for future poSitiVe MeMBerS tHAt 
produce rAdio progrAMMeS ANd WorK WitH ANd for youtH

FUTURE POSITIVE  
TOOlkIT
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The Future Positive Toolkit is designed to give you the tools and skills to start up a 
customised youth project that can be adapted to the capacity of your organisation 
and the needs of your community, getting young people involved in HIV/AIDS 
dialogue using radio and outreach activities.

Its focus is to create and strengthen spaces for dialogue and participation of young people  

and provide tips to facilitate creative spaces where they can share and discuss productively.
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A simple idea powers the Children’s Radio Foundation. give young people the tools and skills to express their 
ideas and share their stories – and you will give them a springboard to a world of wider opportunities. In the 
communities where we work, the means to that end is radio. It is the technology that is most popular and 
accessible. It is also enormously impactful.

The concept for Future Positive was developed in partnership with Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) and Civil 
Society Organisations working in khayelitsha (Cape Town), where an estimated 16% of the community is 
infected with HIV.1 

While	anti-retroviral	therapy	(art)	is	available,	it	is	proven	that	young	people	find	it	difficult	to	access	
treatment and services. In 2010, up to 70% of the eligible youth in khayelitsha’s clinics were “lost to care” 
before starting ART, and 60% of these losses happened immediately after testing HIV positive.2  Oftentimes, 
youth	only	return	to	the	clinic	when	they	are	very	ill,	making	treatment	very	difficult.	

so	what	is	the	cause	of	being	“lost	to	care”?	stigma.	it	presents	the	most	significant	challenge	to	youth	in	
accepting and disclosing their HIV status, which makes them less eager to access clinic services. While HIV 
messaging is ‘everywhere’, HIV positive youth argue that there are few platforms for them to speak openly 
about	experiences	of	living	with	hiV	in	ways	that	reflect	the	realities	and	challenges	they	face.	

With a grant from the Commonwealth Foundation, the Children’s Radio Foundation, working closely with a 
variety of local partners, provides training, expertise, and support to ensure that the Future Positive project 
creates spaces for young people to participate, learn, share, and engage in dialogue about HIV/AIdS with 
their peers and the wider community. 

Through the immediacy and intimacy of radio, young people share experiences and connect with one 
another. They learn about other paths, other possibilities. They inspire and are themselves inspired. Through 
radio, they enrich their lives and the lives of their community. 

As we seek to inspire even more young lives in your community, we need your help. Thank you for joining us.

Section One   |  Getting Started  |  Introduction

WelcoMe

1Khayelitsha 2001-2011: ‘10 years of primary care HIV and TB programmes’. The Southern African journal of HIV medicine. 2011 
2Idem
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WHy youtH rAdio ANd coMMuNity diAlogue?

Amongst youth in South Africa about 30%1 of the population is younger than 15 years of age. This tender group 
of	young	people	are	also	the	most	affected	by	hiV/aids.	Couple	this	with	the	fact	that	children’s	voices	are	only	
heard in 2% of media in South Africa2	and	creating	spaces	for	young	people	to	ask	questions,	reflect,	listen,	and	
learn becomes essential. 

in	order	to	create	thoughtful,	impactful	hiV/aids	dialogue	for	infected	and	affected	youth	in	khayelitsha,	it	is	
important to build a community of local experts and youth that come together to create a language that best 
illustrates the realities of living with the epidemic. In partnership with MSF, CRF has created a network of CSOs, 
which you are a part of, that act as a platform for the Future Positive project. 

Through the sharing of real life experiences, knowledge and references to health resources, this dynamic network 
brings about more informed responses to issues such as stigma and to promote acceptance. 

This Toolkit contains a recap of the skills you acquired during the foundation training and will assist you to build 
a community-based youth radio or community dialogue project that makes sense for you, your organisation and 
community.

With your assistance, we aim to equip young people in khayelitsha to speak about their concerns, and to reach out 
to their peers and the wider community about the issues that matter to them. 

Your role as a Future Positive member is key to us attaining this goal together.

Section One   |  Getting Started  |  Why Youth Radio?

1Statistics South Africa, Mid-Year Population Estimates, 2013 
2Children and the Media: Voices worth hearing?’, Child Gauge South Africa, 2011/2011
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HoW to uSe tHiS toolKit
 

THE TOOLkIT HAS THREE MAIN gOALS:

1. To help you realise your potential to be a voice for your peers and community

2. To assist you through learning the skills you need to share your ideas, challenges, solutions, and talents.

3.	 to	guide	you	in	the	different	ways	you	can	reach	out	to	your	peers	and	community	to	inform,	entertain	and	raise		
	 awareness	on		topics	and	issues	that	interest	and	affect	you.	

As a Future Positive facilitator and member, this Toolkit will represent both your road map and your toolbox.  

The Toolkit is to support you after you have been trained; it recaps and guides you through all the skills you acquired 
and outlines some new activities. Tips and examples throughout the Toolkit will help you to engage with your peers and 
create	rich	and	insightful	radio	and	outreach	activities	that	reflect	your	reality	and	your	community’s.	

Chapters	one	through	five	of	the	toolkit	cover	the	basic	requirements	you	will	need	to	know	as	a	facilitator	and	member.	
From	Chapter	six	onwards	specific	step-by-step	instructions	are	detailed	to	help	guide	you	through	producing	radio	and	
organising outreach activities. 

depending on the resources and needs of your CSO, you can use all of the stages or decide to only use certain stages 
that suit your goals and needs of empowering and engaging young people. It is very important to understand that 
if you want to produce a radio show you need to go through each stage in the correct sequence as skills are built on 
those which come before. Each stage is broken down into thematic sessions. This structure can be used if you decide to 
conduct further training with other youth. 
 

Section One   |  Getting Started  |  How to Use This Toolkit
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Section One   |  Getting Started  |  How to Use This Toolkit

depending on the resources and needs of your CSO, you can use all of the stages or decide to only use certain stages 

that suit your goals and needs of empowering and engaging young people.

tHe StAgeS

It is very important to understand that if you want to produce a radio show you need to go through each stage in the 
correct sequence as skills are built on those which come before. Each stage is broken down into thematic sessions.  
If you want to train further Future Positive members, facilitators or new youth participants, the structure and sequence 
can be used to conduct further training. 

StAgeS of iNVolVeMeNt

STAGE 1: GETTING TO kNOw ONE ANOThER 
This stage is essential for building trust and a sense of team spirit. Whether your objective is to 
produce plays for outreach activities or to produce radio shows, Stage One creates understanding 
and purpose as a group. 

STAGE 2: BASIC MEdIA SkIllS
Before you can produce your own radio show and raise awareness in your community, you need to 
understand the basics of radio and develop good communication skills. Stage 2 builds your basic 
radio and communication skills in order for you to be able to express yourself on topics that matter 
to you.

STAGE 3: lIVE RAdIO FORMATS 
Now that you have foundational communication skills, you can start to create live radio formats. 
These live radio formats will provide a structure for you and others to be able to express 
yourselves on topics you choose to discuss. These formats can be used during a ‘live’ radio show or 
narrowcast (when your show is only heard by an audience in the same room through speakers).
You do not need audio recorders to produce these formats.

STAGE 4: RECORdEd RAdIO FORMATS
Stage Four marks your entry into producing recorded radio formats, relying on the build-up of 
reporter skills and competencies from the previous stages. The formats outlined in Stage 4 provide 
structures for you to explore and share information on a wide range of topics that matter to you.
You need an audio recorder.

STAGE 5: PROdUCING A RAdIO ShOw
Now that you understand and are already putting into practice some of the live and recorded 
formats you have learned, it is time to pull all of these formats together into a planned narrowcast 
or broadcast radio magazine show. All of the principles that apply to a narrowcast radio show also 
apply to the production of a broadcast radio show. 

STAGE 6: ORGANISING OUTREACh ACTIVITIES
All the outreach activities described in this stage aim to help you directly engage your audience 
(peers at school, clinic members or the larger community) regarding the challenges or topics they 
are dealing with, and as a result foster interaction, awareness and dialogue.  
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  AiMS   tipS 

Introduction to help you understand why 
this is important. 

Skills / tip box.

  outreAcH ActiVity   tiMe icoN

Quote from youth and mentors that 
relates to this section / chapter.

duration it takes to plan and prepare 
outreach activities.

  refer to   MAteriAlS

Ladder step, referring  
to previous chapter or stage.

Resources needed to organise and host 
outreach activities

  exAMpleS   WHAt you Need to KNoW

Situation examples  
to help you understand.

Steps and information you need to know to 
complete activities.

uNderStANdiNg tHe icoNS

Section One   |  Getting Started  |  How to Use This Toolkit
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BASic priNcipleS
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Chapter	1:	Your	role

expreSSiNg yourSelf ANd HelpiNg otHerS expreSS tHeMSelVeS.

As a Future Positive member your role is to bring out young people’s potential in a positive and productive way, to help 
them express what they think, feel, and see. As a Future Positive member you will set the example for how everyone 
should behave. It is important to remember that you are facilitating a process of learning, expression, and discussion.  

tHiNK of A MeNtor or youNg perSoN you looKed up to.  
WHy did you reSpect tHeM? WHAt MAde tHeM A role Model?

keY	points	of	Your	role:

creAte A SAfe SpAce
Show your interest in everyone and greet everyone individually. This will help people feel acknowledged and encourage 
them to express themselves openly and honestly.
 

SHoW reSpect
With younger participants, physically get to “their level” when speaking. don’t “talk down” to them with your choice of 
words or tone. Also try to avoid big words, and if you use a term that you think someone might not know, explain it.

eNcourAge SHAriNg
Listen to every comment and question, recognise the contributions made, and thank participants for sharing their 
stories. But never force someone to participate. Respect the fact that some people are shyer than others.

reSpect differeNceS
Your background and beliefs may not be the same as those of others participating. Always welcome and respect 
differences.

Be A Supporter
sometimes,	someone	will	express	very	personal	experiences:	listen	and	be	supportive.	Offer	to	speak	about	the	issue	
later in private. Never stop a session, and don’t ‘react’. If need be, refer them to a social worker or someone else capable 
of assisting them in a productive way.

KNoW your coMMuNity
It is imperative to research the community or group you are going to work with, be aware of the cultural sensitivities and 
backgrounds, as well as their needs.

tAlKiNg poiNtS
Simply because the project has an HIV/AIdS focus, it does not mean limiting the topics to only speak about the virus. 
Explore and be creative, take any issue and scenario that appeals to youth, then ask the question: How would HIV impact 
this situation?

Section Two   |  Basic Principles   |  Chapter 1  |  Your Role
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diScloSure 
In the project, you will not always be aware of who is HIV positive. Privacy regarding your HIV status is a right 
guaranteed by the South African Constitution. 
But it is imperative to be prepared for the reactions that may follow someone’s disclosure. Encourage the young people 
to see this as an opportunity to question their reactions and feelings, while working with a counsellor to introduce the 
right health information that can demystify perceptions on HIV.

Keep it SiMple
Feel free to adapt the way topics or activities are outlined in the Toolkit to suit your environment. Speak about issues 
or topics in a way that best suits the participants’ understanding, without being strict about sticking to curriculum 
language

MAKe it yourS
Hold a sense of ownership of Future Positive. use the resources, skills, and opportunities being a part of the network 
gives you, your peers, organisation and community.

deMoNStrAte coMMitMeNt
Being part of Future Positive is not just about being a dJ. It requires organisational, research, reporting and technical 
skills. It is important that you understand what being part of Future Positive requires and are prepared for the 
commitment it will take.

equAl opportuNitieS for girlS ANd BoyS
There should be equal opportunities and spaces for girls and boys and when interacting with your peers. It is your job to 
make sure that the girls have an equal chance to participate.

Section Two   |  Basic Principles   |  Chapter 1  |  Your Role
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Chapter	2: WorKiNg WitH youtH

 
AS A future poSitiVe fAcilitAtor you Will Be WorKiNg WitH youNg people. Key to 
tHiS iS Not telliNg youNg people HoW to do SoMetHiNg. it iS ABout HelpiNg tHeM to 
fiNd out HoW to do it tHeMSelVeS.

if your cSo cHooSeS Not to directly eNgAge youNg people, it iS Still VitAl to Be 
AWAre of tHe youtH pArticipAtory WAyS you cAN eNgAge tHeM
 

Key poiNtS for WorKiNg WitH youtH

1.	ansWer	all	questions,	but	Don’t	volunteer	more	information	than	askeD	for.	

2.	alWaYs	aDmit	if	You	Don’t	knoW	something.

3.	listen.	talk	onlY	When	neeDeD.	

4.	use	group	Work	anD	alloW	DemoCratiC	DeCision-making.	

5.	mix	up	the	groups	so	that	frienDs	Don’t	alWaYs	Work	together.	

6. let tHe youtH pArticipANtS fAcilitAte WHeNeVer poSSiBle. 

7. giVe poSitiVe feedBAcK regulArly.

8. AlloW youNg people to leArN By doiNg.

9. uSe gAMeS, HuMour, ANd plAy to Keep tHe youtH pArticipANtS eNgAged, iNtereSted,  
     ANd relAxed. 

appenDix	1:	energizers

10.	ConstantlY	WatCh	the	group	DYnamiC	anD	aDjust	What	You’re	Doing	as	neeDeD.

11.	Don’t	juDge	or	make	assumptions	about	What	Youth	think	or	feel:	ask	them.

12.	enCourage	everYone	to	partiCipate	(espeCiallY	the	shYer	ones),	but	never	forCe		
 pArticipAtioN. 

13.	onlY	alloW	observers	if	the	group	agrees,	anD	then	be	sure	that	the	observers		
 pArticipAte. 

14.	Create	a	sense	of	oWnership	in	the	Young	people	anD	involve	them	throughout.

15.	be	aWare	of	age	DifferenCes,	it	affeCts	the	Young	partiCipants’	neeDs.	

16.	never	paY	ChilDren	anD	Youth	to	partiCipate,	make	it	Clear	that	this	is	a			 	
	 voluntarY	projeCt.	

17.	alWaYs	speak	to	anD	teaCh	in	the	language	the	Youth	feel	most	Comfortable	in.

18.	shoW	interest	in	everYone.	that	WaY,	everYone	in	the	group	Will	feel		 	 	
 AcKNoWledged ANd eNcourAged to expreSS tHeMSelVeS opeNly ANd HoNeStly. 

19.	explain	that	everYthing	theY	saY	at	Your	meetings	Will	remain	ConfiDential,	no-	
 oNe MAy tell SoMeoNe outSide tHe group WHAt WAS SAid. explAiN tHAt tHiS ApplieS  
 to you too.

Section Two   |  Basic Principles   |  Chapter 2  |  Working With Youth
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Chapter	3:	ethiCs	anD	Consent

Consent:	it	is	verY	important	to	unDerstanD	Consent—the	proCess	of	getting	 
the	permission	anD	agreement	of	Young	people	partiCipating	in	Your	projeCt

 
Before starting to work with a new group of young people, facilitators need to:  
 
1. Make sure all young participants sign a consent form, and that they understand what giving consent means. Because  
 you are running a training or project that will produce media content and have outreach activities, it is vital that the  
 young people understand that others will hear, see or read what they produce. The young participants need to read  
 each line of the consent form and understand it. do not rush this process. 
2. Have the permission and support of parents, guardians, and/or organisations. You need to get permission from the  
 young participants’ parents or guardian if they are under 18 years old. 
3. know that consent can change. By signing consent forms, the young participants have agreed to be part of the   
 project and given you the right to make their stories or media public. However, they always have the right to change  
 their minds. Make it clear that their recordings/video/images/articles may be used in public on an ongoing   
 basis, unless and until they state otherwise. 
 

APPENdIx 2: SAMPLE CONSENT FORM 

ethiCs:	it	is	Your	legal	anD	moral	responsibilitY	to	ensure	that	the	Young	
partiCipants’	rights	are	proteCteD.

The points below from International Save the Children Alliance and the united Nations declaration of the Rights of the 
Child (uNCRC), highlight key issues to consider regarding your code of conduct when you work with young people.  
 
You	must	never:
•		 hit	or	otherwise	physically	assault	or	abuse	the	young	participants.
•	 develop	physical/sexual	relationships	with	the	young	participants.
•	 develop	relationships	with	the	young	participants,	which	could	in	any	way	be	deemed	exploitative	or	abusive.
•	 spend	excessive	time	alone	with	young	people	away	from	others.
•	 take	a	young	person	somewhere	where	he	or	she	will	be	alone	with	you.
 
avoiD	aCtions	or	behaviour	that	CoulD	be	unDerstooD	as	potentiallY	abusive:	
•		 Never	use	language,	make	suggestions,	or	offer	advice,	which	is	inappropriate,	offensive,	or	abusive.
•	 Never	behave	in	a	manner	that	is	physically	inappropriate	or	sexually	provocative.
•	 Never	have	a	young	person	that	you	are	working	with	stay	overnight	in	the	adult’s	room.
•	 Never	allow	young	participants	to	produce	media	or	organise	outreach	activities	that	can	be	used	for	political	or		
 economic purposes, for example to support a political campaign or advertise a product.
•	 Never	allow	young	people	to	participate	in	the	project	for	more	than	five	hours	a	week.	

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child: 
www.unicef.org.au/Discover/What-we-do/Convention-on-the-Rights-of-the-Child/childfriendlycrc.aspx

Save the Children, ‘So you want to consult with children?’ 
www.savethechildren.org.uk/resources/online-library/so-you-want-consult-children-toolkit-good-practice

 

Section Two   |  Basic Principles   |  Chapter 3  |  Ethics and Consent
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if	You	are	Working	in	an	environment	speCifiCallY	Dealing	With	hiv/aiDs	You	neeD	
to	be	aWare	of	anD	praCtiCe	ethiCs	anD	Consent	arounD	hiv	too:

•	 People	with	hiV	infection	and	aids	have	the	right	to	confidentiality	and	privacy	about	their	health	and	hiV	status.
•	 health	care	professionals	are	ethically	and	legally	required	to	keep	all	information	about	clients	or	patients		 	
	 confidential.
•	 information	about	a	person’s	hiV	status	may	not	be	disclosed	to	anybody	without	that	person’s	fully	informed		 	
 consent.

 
Health 24: The Basic Rights of Someone Living with HIV/Aids: 
www.health24.com/Medical/HIV-AIDS/Legal-issues/B-The-basic-rights-of-people-living-with-HIVAids-20120721

Section Two   |  Basic Principles   |   Chapter 3  |  Ethics and Consent
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Chapter	4:	before	You	start

Before you StArt produciNg rAdio or plANNiNg outreAcH ActiVitieS, fAcilitAtorS 
Need to fiNd tHe leVel of cHildreN ANd youtH pArticipAtioN tHAt Will Be prActicAl 
ANd SuStAiNABle for you ANd your orgANiSAtioNAl NeedS ANd WANtS.

 

keY	points	to	before	You	begin	Working:
 
1.	 Check	which	stages	apply	to	you	and	your	organisation.	Each	stage	has	a	specific	aim	–	outlined	at	the	beginning		
	 –	make	sure	you	understand	the	purpose	of	the	stage	and	that	it	fits	into	what	you	and	your	organisation	wants	to		
 achieve.  

2. decide on a group size. The maximum number recommended for active members is 15 young participants. When you  
 begin to do outreach activities you can involve more children or youth outside of your group.  

3. Organise a space. Before you begin working make sure you have a booked space that will be available to you and  
 your participants when you need it. Ensuring the same space allows for consistency. 

important	things	to	ConsiDer	When	Choosing	a	spaCe:

•	 it	needs	to	allow	you	and	your	participants	to	concentrate,	not	with	lots	of	activity	around	it	or	with	people		 	
 passing through.
•	 Everyone	needs	to	feel	like	they	can	participate	in	the	space.	sitting	in	a	circle	generally	works	better	than	rows.
•	 Find	a	space	that	will	always	be	available.	it	is	great	to	be	able	to	put	(and	leave)	things	on	the	walls	(house	rules,		
 brain storm lists, work plans). 
•	 Make	sure	that	you	are	working	in	a	quiet	environment,	particularly	when	recording	media.
•	 if	possible,	get	a	place	with	outside	space,	it	is	great	for	games	and	recording.	
 

Section Two   |  Basic Principles   |  Chapter 4  |  Before You Start
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•	 stage	2:	basiC	meDia	skills
•	 stage	3:	live	raDio	formats	
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•	 stage	6:	outreaCh	aCtivities

STAGES OF MEdIA dEVElOPMENT

SECTION ThREE
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Section Three   |  Stages 

StAgeS

STAGE 1: GETTING TO kNOw ONE ANOThER 
This stage is essential for building trust and a sense of team spirit. Whether your objective is to 
produce plays for outreach activities or to produce radio shows, Stage One creates understanding 
and purpose as a group. 

STAGE 2: BASIC MEdIA SkIllS
Before you can produce your own radio show and raise awareness in your community, you need to 
understand the basics of radio and develop good communication skills. Stage 2 builds your basic 
radio and communication skills in order for you to be able to express yourself on topics that matter 
to you.

STAGE 3: lIVE RAdIO FORMATS 
Now that you have foundational communication skills, you can start to create live radio formats. 
These live radio formats will provide a structure for you and others to be able to express 
yourselves on topics you choose to discuss. These formats can be used during a ‘live’ radio show or 
narrowcast (when your show is only heard by an audience in the same room through speakers).
You do not need audio recorders to produce these formats.

STAGE 4: RECORdEd RAdIO FORMATS
Stage Four marks your entry into producing recorded radio formats, relying on the build-up of 
reporter skills and competencies from the previous stages. The formats outlined in Stage 4 provide 
structures for you to explore and share information on a wide range of topics that matter to you.
You need an audio recorder.

STAGE 5: PROdUCING A RAdIO ShOw
Now that you understand and are already putting into practice some of the live and recorded 
formats you have learned, it is time to pull all of these formats together into a planned narrowcast 
or broadcast radio magazine show. All of the principles that apply to a narrowcast radio show also 
apply to the production of a broadcast radio show. 

STAGE 6: ORGANISING OUTREACh ACTIVITIES
All the outreach activities described in this stage aim to help you directly engage your audience 
(peers at school, clinic members or the larger community) regarding the challeneges or topics they 
are dealing with, and as a result foster interaction, awareness and dialogue.  
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Section Three   |  Stages

  AiMS   tipS 

Introduction to help you understand why 
this is important. 

Skills / tip box.

  outreAcH ActiVity   tiMe icoN

Quote from youth and mentors that 
relates to this section / chapter.

duration it takes to plan and prepare 
outreach activities.

  refer to   MAteriAlS

Ladder step, referring  
to previous chapter or stage.

Resources needed to organise and host 
outreach activities

  exAMpleS   WHAt you Need to KNoW

Situation examples  
to help you understand.

Steps and information you need to know to 
complete activities.

uNderStANdiNg tHe icoNS
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This stage is essential for building trust and a sense of team spirit. Whether your objective is to produce plays for 
outreach activities or to produce radio shows, Stage One creates understanding and purpose for your project as a 
group. It will help you to meet the group, learn each other’s names, break the ice, create a sense of ownership and 
begin to build trust and understanding of the training and the future of your project.

tHere Are differeNt exerciSeS ANd gAMeS you cAN plAy to Build teAM Spirit,  
uNderStANdiNg ANd truSt. 
 
Remember that the games allow for the experience of understanding, there is no need to explain the purpose of the 
game	first.		

appendix	1	has	several	different	games	and	energisers	you	can	choose	from	depending	on	what	you	want	to	achieve.	
there	are	specific	energisers	in	appendix	1	that	you	can	use	for:	
•		Getting	to	know	one	another
•		Building	trust	and	team	spirit
•		Creating	a	sense	of	ownership
•		Warming	up,	energising	and	relaxing		
•		Expressing	Feelings
•		recapping	and	gaining	feedback

APPENdIx 1, ENERgISERS
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Before you can produce your own radio show and raise awareness in your community, you need to understand the 
basics of radio and develop good communication skills. Stage Two builds your basic radio and communication skills 
in order for you to be able to express yourself on topics that matter to you. 

 
1.		Consent	to	broaDCast  

Whether you are the one holding the microphone or the one being interviewed it is essential to know and understand 
your rights regarding consent to broadcast.

1. When you give consent it means you give permission and agreement to something. 
2. When something is published or broadcast it means it is made public, with no control as to who sees, hears  
 or reads it.
3. When someone seeks your consent to broadcast it means they need to gain permission from you and your parents or  
 guardians (if you are under 18 years of age) to broadcast or publish an interview, image or recording of you. 

Consent refers to an approval or agreement that is reached between two people. For example Children’s Radio 
Foundation asked you and your parents or guardians (if you are under the age of 18) for consent when you joined Future 
Positive.	this	also	applies	to	when	a	journalist	wants	to	interview	you,	take	a	picture	of	you	or	film	you	for	broadcast	or	
publishing, or when you are the journalist. 
 

Key poiNtS to Keep iN MiNd for coNSeNt to BroAdcASt

1.	 Consent can change.  At any time a person is allowed to change their mind and it must be respected. If it has already  

 been broadcast or published the journalist or media organisation must ensure that it won’t be used again. 

2.	 You must always understand what it means to be broadcast or published. This is called informed consent. If someone  

 doesn’t understand what it means to be broadcast or published and they give consent it is like telling a friend a   

 secret and the friend promises not to share it with anyone, but then the friend shares it with others. 

3.	 If you are under 18 years of age your parents or guardians need to give consent for you to be broadcast or published.  

 You are not legally able to make decisions to be broadcast without the consent of a parent or guardian. If for   

 example, you share your experience of being forced to work by your parents and you don’t want them to know then  

 you will need to be anonymous.

4. If you are under 18 years of age your surname, address and any other contact information must not be broadcast or  

 published. 

5. It is your right to be anonymous if you want to be and this must be respected. 

6. If you want to change your name you can, and this must be respected. 

7. If you have been sexually assaulted it is illegal for your image to appear or personal details to appear in public, unless  

 you are over 18 years of age and have given consent. 

APPENdIx 3: SAMPLE CONSENT TO BROAdCAST 
 

stage	tWo:	basiC	meDia	skills
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2.		basiC	CommuniCation	skills	

This session focuses on the importance of speaking clearly and with animation, as well as listening and observing. As a 
member of Future Positive, it is key to use these communication skills to report, raise awareness and organise outreach 
activities as precisely and accurately as possible. 

listening,	speaking	ClearlY,	anD	observing: 
These are all skills that are an extension of life skills that you already use on a daily basis.
•	 remember	the	difference	between	hearing	and	listening:	when	you	hear	you	are	not	paying	attention,	it	is	in	the		
 background, like the sound of a fan. When you listen you take a message in, you understand it and you concentrate.  
 Hearing is passive, whilst listening is active.
•	 remember	the	difference	between	talking	and	speaking:	when	you	talk	you	are	not	paying	attention	to	what	you		
 are saying, or how the other person is receiving what you are saying. When you speak you are articulate, projecting  
 and thinking about what you are saying and how the person is receiving it. 
•	 remember	the	difference	between	seeing	and	looking:	When	you	see,	it	is	like	hearing,	you	are	not	concentrating	on		
 what you are seeing, the details. When you look, you are taking in what you see, actively observing, and it helps you  
 to understand the world around you or pass on the correct message.
• A message usually involves two people: the sender and the receiver, the one speaking and the one listening. 
• The cause of a message changing is due to: lack of focus from the sender or the receiver, lack of articulation,   
	 mumbling,	soft	voice	from	the	sender,	lying.	different	accents,	assumptions	or	noisy	environments	can	also	be		 	
 disturbing factors.
 
APPENdIx 4: gAMES ANd ExERCISES TO PRACTICE LISTENINg, SPEAkINg ANd OBSERVINg

3.		storYtelling	

Whether	it	is	truth	or	fiction,	radio,	print	or	tV,	all	media	forms	rely	on	the	basics	of	storytelling.	in	this	session	you	will	
recap what makes a good story, and a good storyteller. 

keY	to	true	anD	fiCtional	stories	is	Capturing	Your	auDienCe’s	attention	through:
•	 intrigue,	suspense	(pace)
•	 description	(words	that	detail)
•	 Emotion	(emotive	words)
•	 tone	(expression	into	speech)

elements	of	gooD	stories	inCluDe:
•	 a	beginning,	middle,	and	end,	though	they	are	not	always	told	in	that	 
 order
•	 details	or	descriptions	of	characters,	settings	and	events
•	 Emotions	
•	 sound	effects
•	 action	or	suspense
•	 Characters

elements	of	being	a	gooD	storYteller:
•	 tone	of	voice	(expression)
•	 Pace	(timing)
•	 articulation	(clear	pronunciation)
•	 Projection
•	 First	person

APPENdIx 5: gAMES ANd ExERCISES TO dEVELOP STORYTELLINg SkILLS.
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4. expreSSiNg your opiNioN 

It is a child’s right to express her or his opinion (article 12 of the uNCRC). Building on the communication and storytelling 
skills you learned, this session is geared towards encouraging you to express yourself on a particular issue. 

hoW	to	express	Your	opinion: 
1. Introduction: 
 “My name is….”
 What you agree or disagree with:
 “… and I think that young people in my community are at risk of teenage pregnancy because….” 
2. Support your opinion: you need to describe and explain your views, and give examples (either experienced or   
 witnessed) to support your opinion. 
 “As a young person myself, I have experienced how few spaces there are where we can talk about sex and learn   
 how to protect ourselves from falling pregnant. At school we do not talk about safe sex, at home parents do not feel  
 comfortable talking about sex with us, and there are no events organized or gatherings were we as young people  
 can share experiences and advise one another.”
3. Solution: you need to think of realistic, achievable solutions that you and any other peer or community member can  
 do to solve the issue. 
 “In order to protect young girls, and allow them to achieve their dreams we need to protect ourselves. I encourage  
 parents to have conversations about sex so that they educate and protect their children, schools need to include sex  
 education and as young people we need to organise ourselves and support each other.”

 

keY	points		of	expressing	Your	opinion:

• Remember what you learned about storytelling:
 o description
 o detail
 o Personal or emotive words (for examples to support your opinion)
 o Articulate
 o Expression
 o Tone
 
APPENdIx 6: gAMES ANd ExERCISE TO dEVELOP THE SkILLS TO ExPRESS ONE’S OPINION. 

5. topic SelectioN ANd reSeArcH 

Now that you have acquired basic communications skills, the next step to producing your own media is deciding on a 
topic	and	researching	it.	this	session	specifically	deals	with	the	guiding	principles	of	choosing	a	topic	of	interest	for	your	
audience and how to research.  

hoW	to	Choose	a	topiC: 
1. Write the word ‘topics’ in the middle of a piece of paper.
2. draw arrows from the word ‘topic’ and write down your ideas.
3. Once you have a maximum 10 topics, choose one topic.
4. get another piece of paper and write the topic you have chosen in the middle.
5. Think about all the things you can talk about (angles) when you think of this topic.

If the topic you have chosen is ‘HIV/AIdS’ the angles you could brainstorm include: living with HIV, how to get tested, how 
to be young and still protected, and busting myths.

6. drawing arrows from the topic, write down all your suggested angles.
7. Choose one.
8. To make sure the topic and angle is right ask yourself:

a.	 Can	you	find	contacts	and	sources	for	this?	
b. Will your audience (your peers) care about this story? 
c. Is this new, useful or interesting to your audience? 

9. It is very important to ensure that you really understand your topic and angle you have chosen:

Section Three   |  Stages  |  Stage 2: Basic media skills
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a. Look up the meaning of the topic and angle in the dictionary
b. discuss with your fellow members how they understand the topic and angle. 

10. Remember to keep your notes with all your other topic and angle suggestions for the future. 
 
hoW	to	researCh:
1. Write the topic and angle in the middle of a page and draw a circle around it. 
2. draw three arrows from the topic and angle – each arrow with a header:
	 •	 People	(people	with	personal	experience,	experts,	teachers)
	 •	 Places	(community	organisations,	medical	centres,	schools,	universities)	
	 •	 resources	(internet,	library,	newspapers)
3.	 think	of	people,	places	and	resources	that	you	can	access	in	your	community	to	find	information	on	your	topic	and		
	 angle.	remember,	you	need	to	give	a	space	for	different	opinions	and	ideas	-	don’t	only	interview	or	feature	places		
 or people who have the same beliefs or thoughts. 
4.	 Write	down	the	people,	places	and	resources	you	can	use	to	find	out	more	information.	
5.	 Plan	when	and	where	you	will	go	to	find	out	information	(from	the	people,	places	and	resources).
6. Just like when you did your surveys, you need to think about how you will introduce yourself and what you would like  
	 to	find	out	or	research.

Key poiNtS to reMeMBer WHeN reSeArcHiNg

1.	 research	ensures	that	you	feel	confident	when	you	discuss	your	topic	and	angle	during	narrowcasts	and	outreach		
 activities. 
2. Steps for good research: 
	 a.	 define	your	topic.	Check	a	dictionary	or	the	internet	to	make	sure	you	know	what	your	topic	means.
 b. Research the topic. Find more information and facts and support what you know about the topic you have   
  chosen. Here are some examples of where to go:
  o Libraries
  o Community organisations
  o Schools (clubs, life orientation teacher/library)
  o Newspapers
  o The Internet
	 c.		 Compare	your	sources.	try	to	find	at	least	three	sources	that	support	one	another	before	taking	a	fact	for	the		
  truth. 
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stage	3:	live	meDia	formats

Now that you have foundational communication skills, you can start to create live media formats. These live media 
formats will provide a structure for you and others to be able to express yourselves on topics you choose to discuss. 
These formats can be used during a ‘live’ radio show or narrowcast (when your show is only heard by an audience in the 
same room through speakers).
You do not need audio recorders to produce these formats. 

1.	intervieWs 

this	session	will	outline	the	different	kinds	of	questions	you	can	ask,	how	to	probe	for	interesting	information	and	
interview etiquette. 

Asking questions comes naturally to us all. It is how we learn about the world around us. Interviews give you the chance 
to ask total strangers questions about their lives, jobs, and opinions so you can learn from their experiences, expertise 
or advice. The microphone, pen and camera gives you “permission” to ask questions, but it also means you have the 
responsibility to ask good questions.
 
guiDelines	for	gooD	questions:

•	 ask	open	questions	that	don’t	allow	yes	or	no	answers.	if	the	interviewee	does	answer	with	a	yes	or	no,	always	ask		
 “why”.
•	 Listen	for	interesting	and	unexpected	information	and	ask	a	follow-up	question.	do	not	only	stick	to	the	questions		
 that were prepared.
•	 avoid	questions	that	suggest	answers,	for	example,	“being	a	teacher	must	be	fun,	right?”	a	better	way	to	ask	this		
 question would be, “How does it feel to be a teacher?”
•	 keep	it	simple.	don’t	ask	two	questions	at	the	same	time.	People	usually	only	answer	the	second	question	and	forget		
	 about	the	first.	

hoW	to	ConDuCt	an	intervieW:

A. RESEARCH ANd PREPARATION: 
 1. decide on a topic. 
 2. Figure out what you want from your interview: expert advice or personal  
  experience.
 3. Find a person who knows about your topic and will be able to give you the information you are looking for. 
 4. Find out as much as you can about the person you are interviewing before you interview him or her. 
 5. Write up questions to ask, but remember you don’t have to stick to these questions only. 
 6. Organise to meet the person you are interviewing. If you are interviewing them in the context of a live   
  narrowcast, it is crucial that you discuss the purpose, theme and outlines of the interview with your interviewee  
  before hand. 

B. BEFORE THE INTERVIEW: 
 1. Approach the person you want to interview. Always be polite and respectful.
 2.  Introduce yourself and the aim of your interview.  
 3. Ask the interviewee for their consent to record/write the interview and/or to photograph them. Explain what  
  you will do with it: e.g. live narrowcast the interview at your school or publish it in the school newsletter.

C. duRINg THE INTERVIEW:
 1. Start by asking the interviewee to introduce himself/herself. 
 2. From the very beginning, try to make the interviewee feel comfortable and keep eye contact. 
 3. Converse with your interviewee, don’t just read questions from a list. 
 4. don’t be afraid of pauses or silences. give the person you are  
 interviewing a chance to think. 
 5. At the end, thank the interviewee, and end the conversation. 
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2.	CommunitY	annouCements 

In the context of narrowcasts at school, your organisation or at a radio booth, community announcements are a 
very commonly used format. Whether it is to publicise a community meeting or to alert the community about a 
vaccination campaign, community announcements are a powerful way to get a message across. It is also a way for you 
to engage with what is going on in your community and help spread positive and meaningful messages. “Community 
announcements”	is	a	generic	term.	they	can	take	different	forms	depending	on	the	context.	

in	this	Context,	CommunitY	announCements	are: 
•	 Live	spoken	announcements	of	a	minute	in	length	maximum.
•	 advertising	events	or	campaigns	taking	place	in	the	school,	youth	centre	or	in	the	community	in	general,	usually		
 related to health, education, safety, or gender. 

struCture	of	an	event	CommunitY	announCement:
1. Introduction: 
 An introduction of the event and its theme. 
 [This is an announcement by the Ikasi Youth Radio team about the 2013 World Aids day Event in khayelitsha]
2. Information: 
 Figures or examples to explain your theme and why the event is important. 
 [The global theme for World Aids day was announced last year and runs until 2015. It involves three messages: “Zero  
 New HIV Infections”, “Zero discrimination”, and “Zero AIdS-Related deaths”.]
3. details: 
 describe where and when the event is happening and the name and phone number of the potential  contact person.  
	 Or	if	you	are	raising	awareness	you	can	give	information	about	where	people	can	get	help	or	find	out	 
 more information. 
 [Join us on 1 december from 12pm at the Nolungile Clinic where we will be celebrating ZERO to HERO]. 

struCture	of	an	aWareness/informative	CommunitY	announCement:
a. Introduction: An introduction of the campaign/message and its theme. 
b. Information: Figures or examples to explain your theme and that explain why the campaign is important. 
c. details: If it is a campaign, you can describe where and when the event is happening and the name and phone 
 number of the potential contact person. Or if you are raising awareness, you can give information about where   
	 people	can	get	help	or	find	out	more	information.	

reMeMBer to SpeAK cleArly, ArticulAte ANd put feeliNgS iN your Voice. All tHe SAMe 
eleMeNtS you leArNed iN HoW to tell A good Story ANd Be A good Storyteller.  
 

3.	Competitions,	quizzes,	games 

Competitions,	quizzes	and	games	are	a	great	way	to	engage	people	while	sharing	knowledge	on	a	specific	topic.	it	also	
creates excitement around your organisation or your radio show.  Many competitions exist on radio and television and in 
print. They can take the form of games and quizzes. Focus on competitions that get your audience to gain knowledge. 

hoW	to	Design	Your	oWn	quiz: 
1.	 Choose	a	topic,	and	angle	and	research	information	on	it	(facts,	figures,	did	you	knows).
2.	 use	your	research	to	think	of	four	to	five	questions	for	your	quiz.	ask	each	group	to	design	a	set	of	four	questions.
3. good questions are often shaped around:
	 •	 a	complicated	word	that	the	audience	has	to	define
	 •	 a	date	they	have	to	know
	 •	 a	place	to	identify
4. design the right answer for each of the questions and two wrong answers for each of the questions. 
5. Write the answer options on paper, marking them a/b/c, so that people can choose the right answer for each   
 question.

you cAN AlSo creAte gAMeS ANd coMpetitioNS to rAiSe AWAreNeSS oN topicS. it could 
be	a	poem	Competition	on	a	speCifiC	topiC,	a	quiz	Contest	Where	tWo	people	Compete	
to ANSWer queStioNS AS fASt AS poSSiBle, or A gAMe iN WHicH tHe liSteNerS HAVe to 
guess	from	Clues	What	objeCt	the	members	have	With	them.
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4. SceNArioS “WHAt Would you do?”  

scenarios	themed	around	specific	topics	are	a	great	way	to	talk	through	social	issues	with	your	peers	and	find	creative	
solutions to the topics you are discussing. 

sCenarios:
Scenarios are role-plays around a theme or topic where participants can share opinions, advice and solutions for a 
situation.	there	are	different	kinds	of	scenarios	you	can	use	with	your	peers.	

the	ConsCienCe	alleY:	

This ‘scenario’ game or format is useful for exploring any kind of dilemma and the decisions and choices one can make.
1. Choose a topic and angle.
2.	 research	your	topic	and	angle	to	find	out	information.
3. Set up a situation or scenario, based on your topic and angle. 

TOPIC: disclosure

ANgLE: It’s your partners right to know your HIV status. 

SCENARIO: Sanele has known for almost 6 months that he is HIV positive, but he doesn’t know how to tell his 
girlfriend. He doesn’t want her to think he cheated on her, it was something he always had and didn’t know. He 
wants to protect her and love her, but is too scared to tell her his HIV status.  

4.  Explain or read out the scenario you have thought of.
5. Once you’ve read out your scenario get the audience or listeners to give the person advice as to what they should  
 do. .
6. After you’ve received a few suggestions of advice the hosts can discuss and decide on what advice the person should  
 follow.
 

you cAN uSe tHiS AS A gAMe WHeN you Are WorKiNg WitH A group of youNg people, to 
Help StArt diScuSSioN ANd AWAreNeSS ArouNd iSSueS. 

forum	theatre:	

Forum theatre is basically a play or scene, usually indicating some kind of community or social issue. The full play is acted 
out. Then the play is acted out a second time, during the replay any member of the audience is allowed to put their hand 
up	and	suggest	a	different	action	or	direction.	the	actors	remain	in	character,	improvising	what	has	been	suggested	for	
them to say or do. 

hoW	to	Create	a	sCene	of	forum	theatre:
1. Choose a topic and angle.
2. Research the topic and angle.
3. use the information you have found to create a scenario, this time the scenario must have a beginning, middle and  
 end (remember to use the elements that make a good story). 
4. Make sure that the resolution (end of the scenario) is either lacking completely, unfair or controversial. 
5. You then need to choose or ask for members to volunteer to play the characters in the scenario. 
6. You then need to practice the skit.
7. Once you are ready, you can perform the skit once fully in front of the other members.
8. Then you can perform the play again. This time the audience can shout “Stop,” and tell one of the characters   
 what to change in what he or she is doing or saying. The actors then carry on the story from there until the next  
 interruption.
9. Play until the audience is happy with the ending.

you cAN Write out tHe SceNArio or SKit you deVeloped ANd Script it for AN “Audio 
SceNArio” liKe A rAdio drAMA. you cAN tHeN perforM liVe duriNg your NArroWcAStS 
or BroAdcAStS, ANd iNVite your AudieNce or liSteNerS to coMe up or cAll iN ANd 
SuggeSt AlterNAtiVeS. 
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5. Audio deBAte 

Expanding on the “Express Your Opinion” session (Stage Two), debates are a very useful format to get you and your 
peers to express your opinions and understand that there are always a variety of opinions and perspectives on a topic. 

Debate:
debate	can	be	defined	as	“an	art	of	reasonable	discussion	of	issues	that	helps	one	become	more	aware	and	enhances	
your ability to think critically. debate can cause disagreement but the bottom line is that people will learn to disagree 
respectfully and in a civil manner.”
•	 debate	is	normally	on	a	single	topic,	which	may	be	an	issue	of	public	concern.	
•	 different	stakeholders	participate	from	different	‘sides’	(agree	or	disagree)	of	an	issue.	there	is	an	exchange	of		
 information and ideas among participants. 
•	 the	different	stakeholders	listen	to	one	another	and	acknowledge	one	another’s	positions.	they	may	have	different		
 status and power, but within the context of the debate they can challenge one another. 

there	are	three	main	roles	neeDeD	in	a	Debate:
•	 host	(moderator):	acts	as	a	neutral	mediator	that	doesn’t	take	sides.	their	responsibility	is	to	present	the	topic			
	 and	the	different	views	on	it	and	to	introduce	the	questions	or	concerns	of	the	audience,	not	to	express	their	own		
 opinion.
•	 Person	for	the	statement	(you	can	have	more	than	one):	to	put	forward	his	or	her	views	convincingly	and	counter-	
 argue. 
•	 Person	against	the	statement	(you	can	have	more	than	one):	to	put	forward	his	or	her	views	convincingly	and		 	
 counter-argue. 

struCture	of	a	Debate:
1. A beginning (host introduces her/himself, the topic and the guests) 
2. A middle (two or more rounds of questions/answer discussion)
3.	 an	end	(host	rounds	off	debate,	thanks	the	guests)

hoW	to	proDuCe	an	auDio	Debate:
1. Choose a topic and angle.
2. Once you have chosen the topic and angle you need to do research.
3. The research will help you develop your ‘statement’ for the debate.

Topic: Let’s talk about sex
angle:	adults	and	children	find	it	hard	to	talk	about	sex	with	one	another.
statement:	“young	south	african	girls	and	boys	are	infected	and	affected	by	hiV	because	elders	do	not	discuss	sex	with	
their children.”

4.	 Once	you	have	your	statement	your	research	can	also	help	you	find	your	guests:	
	 •	 Person	for	the	statement	(you	can	have	more	than	one)
	 •	 Person	against	the	statement	(you	can	have	more	than	one)
5. Once you have found your guests and decided on which member will be the host you need to look at the structure  
 and make sure you have researched enough to:
 a. Introduce the topic, statement and guests
 b. understand the concerns from both sides of the argument
	 c.	 have	facts	and	figures	to	refer	to	during	the	debate
 d. Add a good conclusion to end the debate. 
 

the	same	struCture,	roles/people	anD	prinCiples	of	an	auDio	Debate	outlineD	above	
cAN Be uSed AS AN ActiVity or gAMe WHeN WorKiNg WitH youNg people.
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6. poeMS ANd SpoKeN WordS 

This session explores formats that are a great way to use your creativity to explore social topics but also emotions. 
Poetry recitation also represents a great training for voicing radio and TV shows by developing articulation and 
breathing skills.

the	role	or	funCtion	of	poetrY	is	to:
•	 Express	feelings
•	 describe	reality
•	 raise	awareness

	poetrY	Writing	is	verY	similar	to	storYtelling,	it	uses:
•	 rhythm	
•	 rhymes	(but	not	always)
•	 Metaphors	
•	 detail
•	 description
•	 Emotion
•	 Pace
•	 tone	(expression)

you cAN recite your poeMS you HAVe WritteN oN your rAdio SHoWS.

hoW	to	Do	CrossWorD	poems:

1. On each sheet of paper write a word, vertically (maximum eight letters).

R
E
C
Y
C
L
E 

2. use the letters to begin the sentences of a poem (horizontally). 
3. The poem must have something to do with the vertical word.
4. It doesn’t have to rhyme. 
5. Lines can be as long or short as you like. 

rancid	smell	fills	the	air,	
Emanating from the dump and plastic bags litter the streets of my 
Community. I feel like 
Yelling to everyone: 
Compost, recycle, re-use, this is the only way to 
Liberate ourselves and save the planet
Earth!

hoW	to	Create	plaCe	poems:
1. Think about a place you know or that has made a strong impression on you. 
2.	 Close	your	eyes	and	think	about	all	the	details	of	this	place	using	your	five	senses	(smell,	touch,	hear,	see,	taste).
3. Write a short poem (10 lines maximum) about this place with at least one metaphor.

tAKe tiMe to iMproVe your poeMS if NeceSSAry ANd you cAN recite your poeMS oN your 
NArroWcAStS.

APPENdIx 7: gAMES ANd ExERCISES TO LEARN ANd APPLY TECHNIQuES FOR WRITINg POEMS
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stage	4:	reCorDeD	meDia	formats

Stage Four marks your entry into producing recorded radio formats. Relying on the build-up of reporter skills and 
competencies from the previous stages, Stage Four will guide you through producing media content that includes 
recorded material. The formats outlined in the following sessions provide structures for you to explore and share 
information on a wide range of topics that matter to you. 
You need an audio recorder. 

1.		basiCs	of	raDio 

This session helps you familiarise yourself with audio recorders and how to use them. 

hoW	to	use	the	reCorDer: 
•	 always	wear	headphones,	otherwise	you	will	not	hear	what	you	are	recording.	the	person	holding	the	recorder			
 wears the headphones.
•	 always	start	recording	a	few	seconds	before	someone	speaks,	and	leave	a	few	seconds	after	the	end	before	pressing		
 the stop button to make sure you don’t cut the beginning or the end of your recording. 
•	 keep	the	microphone	about	10	cm	(more	or	less	the	length	of	a	fist)	away	from	the	mouth	of	the	person	who	is			
 speaking to avoid distortion.
•	 recording	levels:	for	recording	sounds	or	voices,	choose	a	recording	level	between	6	and	8	on	the	microphone	input		
 knob (out of 10 total). 
•	 try	to	keep	your	levels	as	high	as	possible	(moving	between	green	and	yellow/orange)	without	distortion	(red).	
•	 use	the	microphone	distance	as	a	volume	control.	Move	in	for	whispering	and	out	for	loud	laughter.	don’t	change		
 the input volume on the recorder for this kind of quick change. 
•	 hold	the	microphone	firmly	but	lightly.	don’t	let	the	microphone’s	cable	bump	things	or	rustle	on	your	clothes.	
•	 Check	that	all	your	cables	have	good,	noise-free	connections	at	both	ends.
•	 don’t	use	the	pause	button.	if	you’re	listening	through	headphones,	it	can	fool	you	into	thinking	you’re	recording		
 when you’re not. Instead, always press the stop button at the end of a recording. 
•	 Logging	is	as	important	as	recording.	if	you	record	something	and	can’t	find	it,	you	might	as	well	not	have	recorded		
 anything. 
•	 Prepare	a	proper	labelling	and	logging	system:	each	audio	recorder	should	come	with	a	logbook	in	the	form	of	a		
 small notebook, where you can keep track of what you have recorded. 
•	 Logging	template	to	be	written	down	in	the	logbook:	
 o File no:
 o Reporter: 
 o date: 
 o Interview & topic: 
 o Name of the person(s) the reporter spoke to: 

reCorDing	environments:
•	 For	a	quiet	interview:
 Find a small quiet room where you know no one will come in and disturb you. If there are curtains, close them, as  
 it minimizes the hollow sound you can get in many rooms.  
•		 set	everything	the	way	you	want	it	before	you	start.	Make	sure	to	check	for	interfering	noise,	like	air	conditioners,		
	 fluorescent	lights,	refrigerators,	traffic,	radios,	or	noisy	crumpling	of	sweet	wrappers.	
	 turn	off	noisy	appliances	or	move	away	from	them.
•	 When	music	is	playing:
	 Either	ask	for	the	music	to	be	turned	off,	or	if	this	is	not	possible	you	can	move	away	from	the	music.	keep	in	mind		
 that a musical background is very distracting. 
•	 When	you’re	in	a	noisy	environment:
 Always feel free to control the people around you. Explain that you are recording, and politely ask them to be quiet  
 if needed. Otherwise you can always move away to a quieter environment. 
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Dos	anD	Don’ts:
•	 Wear	headphones	at	all	times.	(dO)
•	 start	recording	a	few	seconds	before	someone	speaks,	and	leave	a	few	 
 seconds after the end before pressing the stop button. (dO)
•	 hold	the	microphone	firmly	but	lightly.	(dO)
•	 keep	the	microphone	close	to	the	mouth	of	the	person	who	is	speaking.	(dON’T)
•	 keep	your	levels	as	high	as	possible	going	into	the	red.	(dON’T)
•	 Let	the	microphone’s	cable	bump	things	or	rustle	on	your	clothes.	(dON’T)
•	 use	the	pause	button.	(dON’T)

2.		jingles

This session guides you through creating a theme song or jingle for your project that can be used during your radio 
shows. This is a big (and fun) step towards creating an identity for your project. The jingle should contain the name of 
your project or the radio show, a slogan and should be in the form of a song that you can create and sing yourselves. It 
should not be longer than 30 seconds.

hoW	to	Create	a	jingle:
1. Call out one word that sums up your show and write all the suggestions on a sheet of paper.
2.	 think	out	of	the	box,	come	up	with	catchy	names	that	reflect	what	your	project	or	organisation	is	about.	
3. use local languages as well as children and youth lingo, if appropriate.
4. Once you have the name, create a slogan that compliments it. 

Name: Boom Talk
Slogan: By the youth, for the youth, it’s Boom Talk!

5. Once that is done, think of the “mood” you want for your jingle in terms of music.  Listen to sample jingles   
 for inspiration (if you don’t have any, look and listen out for jingles on TV and radio). 
6.	 you	can	also	use	sound	effects	and	musical	instruments.	
7. Take time to plan, working in one large group. [get the group to rehearse the jingle, and sing it a couple of times.]
8. Record the jingle with the audio recorder.
9.	 Listen	back	and	refine	if	necessary.	

2.		auDio	Commentaries

this	recorded	format	encourages	you	and	your	peers	to	express	your	personal	opinion	on	specific	issues.	it	is	an	
extension of the opinion pieces you created in Stage Two Session Four, Opinions. This session will help you understand 
the right to freedom of expression and how to structure and develop your point of view on a certain topic. 

This format, called an “audio commentary” in radio language, is an extension of the opinions of the Agree/disagree 
game. As it is meant for broadcast, it needs to be longer (about one minute) and structured. 

STAgE TWO, SESSION FOuR, ExPRESSINg YOuR OPINION

Once you have mastered the format you can also use the audio recorders to record the opinions of a wide range of 
community members.

hoW	to	make	Your	oWn	auDio	CommentarY:
1. decide on a topic you really care about, or you can use a topic you are currently preparing a narrowcast magazine  
 show on.
2. Structure your audio commentary:
	 •	 start	with	a	statement	about	the	issue	you	have	chosen,	and	state	your	opinion.
  “There’s a lot of talk about safe sex in my community, but when it comes down to it, action speaks louder than  
  words.” 
	 •	 Follow	this	by	introducing	yourself.
   “Hi, my name is Tina gabriel, and this is my commentary.”
	 •	 Continue	your	opinion.	Make	sure	to	develop	your	point,	and	use	personal	examples	and/or	share	facts	and		
	 	 figures	that	support	your	point	of	view.	
	 •	 Finish	with	a	powerful	concluding	statement	that	shares	practical,	realistic	solutions.
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3. Write your commentary out word-for-word. Remember that it should only be one minute long. use the structure to  
 help  guide how you write it. 
4. Once you have written out the whole commentary, write it out in point form.
5. Read your commentary out loud to edit it and make sure it sounds like you are ‘speaking it’. 

STAgE FIVE, SESSION THREE, PRESENTINg A RAdIO SHOW

4.  Audio profileS

this	session	covers	audio	profiles,	a	recorded	format	aimed	at	finding	out	about	someone	who	is	doing	something	
interesting, has a hobby or pastime, or is making a positive impact in the community and bringing the audience into their 
world. At the end of this session you should have learned the importance of attention to detail when creating strong 
stories and the power of individual stories to tell us about people, places, and issues. 

a	profile	is	not	the	same	as	an	interview.	it	is	a	first-person	narrative	in	which	the	person	speaks	for	and	about	herself	or	
himself without interruption. It is a recording that paints a picture about a person and some aspects of her or his world. 
Everybody	can	be	profiled,	not	only	“important	people.”	

hoW	to	Create	an	auDio	profile:	
1.	 identify	someone	(in	the	school,	clinic,	youth	centre	or	close	surroundings)	who	could	be	the	subject	of	a	profile.	Or		
 you can think of someone that relates to a topic you are currently preparing a narrowcast magazine show on.
2.	 Consider	the	structure	of	a	profile:
	 •	 sounds	that	relate	to	what	the	person	does	
	 •	 an	introduction	(age,	school,	family)
	 •	 information	on	their	hobby/initiative	and	personal	experiences
	 •	 an	inspirational	message

If you are talking to Thandi Nquebela who distributed more than 200 condoms and other HIV/AIdS educational materials 
to high schools in khayelitsha, ask her to: 
	 •	 introduce	herself	and	tell	you	a	bit	about	her	background	(age,	school,	family	situation).
	 •	 tell	how,	when	and	why	she	started
	 •	 Explain	a	specific	moment	that	stood	out	for	her	or	when	she	knew	she	was	doing	the	right	thing.
	 •	 Explain	what	she	felt	when	she	went	to	schools	and	she	met	with	principles	and	youth.
	 •	 share	a	message	of	encouragement	to	other	children	and	youth.

3. Think about what sounds relate to the person you have chosen.
4. Sketch out some questions you could ask.
5. divide the workload:
	 •	 identify	who	will	contact	the	person	selected	for	the	profile
	 •	 identify	who	will	conduct	the	interview
	 •	 identify	who	will	record	
6.	 Once	you	have	organised	everything	go	out	to	record	your	audio	profiles.
7. Remember it is one take of 3 minutes long, so you will need to fully explain to the person what they need to do and  
 rehearse a few times with them.

5.  Vox popS

This session will recap how to conduct vox pops. Vox pops or “voices of the people” is a media format that consists of a 
short	interview	with	members	of	the	general	public	where	they	are	asked	to	express	their	view	about	a	specific	topic.	
they	provide	a	great	introduction	and	different	perspectives	“from	the	street”.	this	is	also	a	very	versatile	format	that	
can be use across media (radio, TV or print). 

In an interview many questions are asked of one person. In a vox pop the same question is asked of many people. The 
answers to a vox pop needs to be very short (30 seconds maximum). 

hoW	to	Create	vox	pops:
1. Brainstorm a topic, you can use a topic you are currently preparing a narrowcast magazine show on.
2. draft one simple question that relates to the topic. 
3. Think and plan out how you are going to introduce yourself and what you are going to do. 
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6.  puBlic SerVice ANNouNceMeNtS

This session is geared towards helping you create a 30-second public service announcement. 

A public service announcement (PSA) is an advertisement that delivers a message about a social issue. Just like an 
advertisement tries to sell something, a PSA tries to ‘sell’ a social cause, a lifestyle, or a certain behaviour. 
Psas	can	be	used	in	different	media	and	sometimes	go	by	other	names	like	“spot	messages”	or	just	“announcements.”	 
In print and photography, they are called “awareness campaigns” or simply “campaigns.” 

struCture	of	the	psa:
•	 Problem	(this	is	the	situation	or	issue	that	needs	to	be	changed)
•	 information	(in	order	to	change	it,	people	need	to	be	empowered	with	information.	Give	a	few	facts	and	figures)
•	 solution/action	(a	problem	or	issue	can	only	be	solved	when	action	is	taken.	Provide	a	simple	and	realistic	solution)

hoW	to	Create	a	psa:
1. Think of a topic that you want to do a PSA about. It can relate to a topic from one of the narrowcast shows you are  
 organising. 
2.	 refine	the	topic	to	an	specific	angle,	and	think	of	a:
 a. Problem
 b. Information
 c. Solution
 d. How are you going to communicate these three elements through words, images, and sound? 
  Remember you can communicate the message through drama (skit), sounds, written slogan or singular image. 
3.	 remember	the	visual	details	or	sound	effects	that	you	can	use	to	communicate	your	message.	
4. Once you have thought out how you are going to bring across the problem, information and slogan, rehearse a few  
 times before you record. 

reHeArSe tHe pSA Before recordiNg. HAVe oNe perSoN Be tHe dedicAted SouNd 
teChniCian.	it	is	gooD	to	reCorD	the	rehearsals,	as	it	helps	to	Co-orDinate	the	
recordiNg.

7.  oN locAtioN

This session teaches a very useful format called “on location” that allows you to report on events in your community, 
sharing information as well as giving the audience a taste of what it was like.
key to the ‘on location’ format is research, preparation and informed on-the-spot presentation. 

On radio and TV stations this format is often broadcast live. Examples include sports events or live coverage of news. 
In the context of a project with recording and broadcasting facilities, the “on location” format will be recorded and not 
more then two minutes long. It is therefore crucial that you keep to a very strict structure. 

struCture	of	‘on	loCation’:
1. Introduction: introduce yourself, introduce the time and event, then describe what you see.
2. Background information: this is a researched section where the reporter gives us the history or back-story of the  
 event. For example, participants may speak to an organiser or event coordinator beforehand and write a   
 script with this information in their own words.
3.	 interview:	find	a	person	who	is	attending	the	event	to	answer	prepared	questions	that	allow	them	to	speak	about	
  their experience of the event or why they decided to attend.
4.	 Conclusion,	with	a	signing	off	that	connects	the	report	back	to	a	studio.

keY	points	to	remember	for	‘on	loCation’:

•	 the	importance	of	research
•	 Preparation	and	informed	on-the-spot	presentation
•	 interviewing
•	 use	of	sound
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hoW	to	Create	an	“on	loCation”	feature:	
1. Think of an event you want to cover:
 Events can range from marches, to talent shows, to awareness campaigns. 
2. On a piece of paper write the event in the middle and draw a circle around it.
3. Imagine what you would record if you were at this event.

key elements:
•	 ambient	sound
•	 interview	with	organiser
•	 interview	with	people	at	the	event
•	 reporter	describing	what	is	happening
•	 reporter	giving	information	on	the	event

4. Now apply all your ideas of what you want to record to the structure:
	 •	 No	longer	than	3	minutes.	
	 •	 introduction:	introduce	yourself,	state	the	time	and	event	
	 •	 description:	describe	what	you	see	going	on	at	the	event
	 •	 Background	information:	the	reporter	explains	what	the	event	is	and	how	long	it	is	going	on.	(this	is	a		 	
  researched section where the reporter gives us the history or back-story of the event.)
	 •	 interview:	the	reporter	finds	a	person	who	is	attending	the	event	to	answer	a	few	prepared	questions	that		
  allow them to speak about their experience of the event or why they decided to attend.
	 •	 Conclusion:	the	reporter	wraps	up	all	the	information	shared	and	signs-off.
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Now that you understand and are already putting into practice some of the formats you have learned, it is time to  
pull all of these formats together into a planned narrowcast or broadcast show. Almost all of the principles that  
apply to a live radio show also apply to the production of a pre-recorded radio show.

Before you StArt WitH produciNg rAdio SHoWS, you MigHt WANt to SpeNd A SeSSioN 
recAppiNg All tHe SKillS you HAVe leArNed ANd prActice tHeM furtHer.

1.		planning	a	raDio	shoW 

you	are	already	familiar	with	the	steps	to	take	when	choosing	a	topic,	researching	and	creating	different	formats	(poems,	
debates, scenarios, interviews). Now you need to start planning your radio shows. This session will guide you through 
structuring and planning your live or pre-recorded formats, which will take the shape of a radio magazine show. 
 
A magazine radio show is focused around a topic and angle (for example, the topic could be HIV treatment and then 
angle	could	be	the	different	kinds	of	treaments	there	are)	and	it	uses	the	formats	described	earlier	(interviews,	
profiles,	debates,	on	location).	you	can	also	allow	for	live	audience	participation.	Every	show	requires	thorough	
preparation, so that you are as equipped as possible to manage the show, especially if it’s live. It is an exciting way to 
inform, express and discuss issues that concern you and your community.

roles:
there	are	specific	roles	needed	for	a	live	magazine	show	and	each	role	has	specific	responsibilities:
•	 Presenters:	host	the	show
•	 sound	engineers:	ensure	the	sound	is	good,	in	charge	of	the	equipment
•	 Producer:	the	organizer,	makes	sure	everyone	is	keeping	to	their	role
•	 researchers:	find	information	and	guests	on	the	topic
•	 interviewers/reporters:	perform	the	formats	live,	such	as	poems,	quizzes	or	go	out	and	record	formats	to	play		 	
 during the show
•	 audience	screeners:	if	you	are	having	live	audience	participation	they	help	choose	who	can	participate

remember	that	producing	a	magazine	show	is	a	team	effort	and	each	role	is	vital	to	produce	a	good	show.	

Developing	the	shoW:
1. decide on a topic and angle for your show
2. Create a focus statement to help you stick to your angle and topic when you start developing your show. Ask   
 yourselves:
 a. What is our topic?
 b. Who is our audience?
 c. What is the purpose of the show?

a. Topic: HIV/AIdS 
b. Audience: Young people and my community 
c. Purpose: To understand why it is important to know your HIV status.

3. Now that you know these three answers, you need to combine them to form a focus statement.
 
To inform young people in my community why it is important for them to know their HIV status. 

4.	 Once	you	are	all	clear	on	the	focus	of	your	show	it	is	time	to	brainstorm	the	different	formats	you	can	use.
5. Write your topic and angle in the middle of a clean page.
6. Next, draw one arrow to the right of the topic and one arrow to the left. 
7. On the right, list all the people, places and resources in your community that relate to the topic. 
8.	 On	the	left,	list	all	the	different	formats	you	want	to	use	(quiz,	scenarios,	Psa,	interviews,	profiles).
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9. Next you need to draw a line between the formats and what person, place or resource it matches.
 This will allow you to see how you can use the people, places and resources available to you to make up your show.

planning	the	shoW:
1. Plan how long you want your show to be, this may be dependent on how much time the clinic or radio station gives  
 you to broadcast. 
2. The time you have set for your show will guide how long your formats need to be and how much you can include in  
 your show.
3. Contact the people you want to interview (students, teachers), read poems, debate and brief them and let them know  
 at what time the show will take place and how long they will be needed for. 
4. Once you know the amount of time you have for your show and have decided on how much time you want to spend on  
 each format, you need to map out the contour of your show: 

5. The show clock is your guide to follow when you are doing your show. 

2.		sCripting	a	raDio	shoW	

Now that you know your topic and have a show clock, it is time to transform your show clock into a script. A script is a 
guide to how the presenters will introduce the show and the guests, it acts as a step-by-step map of what they will say and 
discuss in the narrowcast.

hoW	to	Write	for	raDio:
1. Write the same way you speak. Be conversational. 
2. Imagine you are writing words that you would use if you  
 were talking about the theme or topic with one of your friends. 
3. keep it simple and short sentences. One sentence per idea.
4. Remember when you are writing your script, that you are talking directly to your  
 listener, use words like ‘you’, ‘me’, ‘us’, ‘we’. Write as if you are writing to your  
 friend—one friend, not many.
5. Avoid saying ‘listeners out there’ as it distances you from the listeners. 
6. Paint pictures with your words. You are trying to get the listener to imagine and see  
	 what	you	are	talking	about:	describe	things,	use	specific	details	and	sensory	details.
7.	 you	have	to	speak	what	you	have	written,	not	read	it.	Make	pauses.	take	your	eyes	off	the	paper.
8. Smile while talking, as you can really hear when someone is smiling. 
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SectioN WHAt it iS ABout tiMe

shoW	jingle Jingle 30 seconds

iNtro Welcome to the show  
(hosts introduce themselves and the show)

30 seconds

iNtro topic Hosts introduce the topic of the show  
and give some information about it

1 minute

Vox pop iNtro Hosts introduce the vox pop and the  
youth reporter who recorded it

30 seconds

Vox pop Vox pop 2 minutes

Vox pop outro Hosts thank the reporter, recap what  
was said and what they found interesting  
in the vox pop, recap the topic of the show 
and introduce the song

 30 seconds

SoNg Song 2 minutes
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hoW	to	Write	a	raDio	shoW	sCript:
1. The structure of a magazine show is: 
	 •	 an	introduction	(word	for	word).	
	 •	 a	conclusion	(word	for	word).	
	 •	 Links	or	introductions	to	live	formats	(point	form).	

tHiS pArt of tHe Script cAN oNly Be WritteN oNce tHe preSeNterS KNoW tHe detAilS of 
the	formats	(Who	are	the	guests	for	the	Debate,	Who	is	performing	poetrY).	it	is	the	
role of tHe producer to fAcilitAte tHiS proceSS.

	 •	 Comments	on	live	formats,	after	they	have	been	performed	(point	form).

scripting	 discussion	 points	 between	 the	 two	 presenters	 allows	 them	 to	 unpack	 the	 different	 perspectives 
	of	the	topic,	and	to	give	more	facts	and	figures.	

STAgE TWO, SESSION FIVE: TOPIC SELECTION ANd RESEARCH

3.		presenting	a	raDio	shoW	

Once you have written your script, the next step is to make it come alive. This session is about how to make your script 
engaging, so your peers will want to keep listening. 

Enunciation, tone, and pace give meaning to the words and sentences and are very important things to consider. When the 
presenter	really	feels	confident	in	what	they	are	saying	and	understands	it,	so	will	their	listeners.	

STAgE TWO, SESSION THREE, STORYTELLINg

hoW	to	Warm	up	anD	projeCt:
1. Warm up your face muscles. 
2. Physically massage your face and stretch and contract your mouth. 
3. Have fun, pull the funniest face you can! 
4. When you are presenting:
	 •	 Become	aware	of	your	breath	
	 •	 Correct	your	posture	
	 •	 speak	from	your	stomach	
	 •	 Be	relaxed	but	open	
	 •	 Place	your	feet	firmly	on	the	floor
5. Remember, people can hear your mood or emotion through your voice. Intros and outros may especially need that  
 warm feeling of speaking with a smile. 
6. Remember to project and enunciate properly. Projection starts from your stomach instead of your throat, so try  
 and speak from your diaphragm instead of your voice box. 
7. guidelines for voicing a script:
	 •	 Find	your	own	personality	(don’t	try	and	imitate	someone	else).
	 •	 remember	the	importance	of	pace	and	breath.	
	 •	 use	the	tone	of	your	voice	to	express	what	you	are	talking	about.	
	 •	 read	your	script	out	loud	and	mark	with	a	pen	where	your	breath	falls	in	your	sentences.
	 •	 underline	the	words	that	are	really	important	to	you	and	that	you	want	to	emphasize.
	 •	 imagine	that	your	listener	is	sitting	just	on	the	other	side	of	the	microphone.	One	listener!	
	 •	 keep	in	mind	all	the	elements	you	learned	about	being	a	good	storyteller.	
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All the outreach activities described in this stage aim to help you directly engage your audience (peers at school, clinic 
members or the larger community) regarding the topics they are dealing with, and as a result foster awareness and 
dialogue. 

This stage includes recommendations of materials to use (to organise your outreach activities and a time indication for 
each activity) so that you can plan your events. Once you’ve organised successful outreach activities in the context of 
your school or community organisation you can start thinking of reaching out to the community at large. Talk to people 
from relevant organisations and inquire about co-hosting an event where you could, for example, play an audio debate 
and facilitate a peer group discussion. 
 
for A ScHool SettiNg you MigHt WANt orgANiSe tHe ActiVitieS to tAKe plAce duriNg 
assemblies,	breaks	or	life	skills	Classes.	Don’t	forget	to	emphasize	that	theY	are	
SKillS BuildiNg ANd AWAreNeSS rAiSiNg exerciSeS. for A coMMuNity orgANiSAtioN 
you MAy WANt to plAN outreAcH ActiVitieS oN puBlic HolidAyS or duriNg AWAreNeSS 
cAMpAigNS.

1.		publiC	speaking 

Public	speaking	is	very	popular,	as	it	develops	communication,	argumentation	skills	and	confidence.	Many	schools	
even have their own public speaking clubs, sometimes competing within the school and beyond. In the context of this 
project, public speaking is going to be used to get a social message across or engage audiences with topical issues.

- 40 cards with nouns written on them 
- Non-see-through bag (plastic bag)
- Room to host the public speaking event 

Public	speaking	requires	lots	of	preparation.	you	don’t	want	to	hold	an	event	until	you	feel	fully	ready	and	confident.	
Enquire at the school, community centre, community organisation to know whether a public speaking club exists 
already. 
You might want to partner with them, share ideas and techniques, and may invite them to co-host your event. 

coNNect tHe dotS 

15 minutes
Prepare a collection of word cards with a noun on each. You’ll need at least 40.  
you	could	also	use	key	words	that	relate	to	a	specific	social	issue.	For	example:	patient,	home,	book,	tB,	boyfriend.	this	
activity allows the audience and volunteers of the game to think on their feet, drawing from the skills they learned on 
storytelling, scripting and presenting. 

1. Put the word cards into an opaque bag.
2.	 ask	four	to	five	audience	members	to	come	and	volunteer	for	a	public	speaking	competition.
3. Ask the volunteers to come up and pick three cards.
4. Instruct them to tell a story connecting the three words together convincingly. The story doesn’t need to be long, 
 complicated or true.
5. up the competition by increasing the number of cards selected to four or more.
6. After three rounds, get the audience to vote for the best public speaker that made the most engaging and   
 interesting stories with the words. 
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eNd liNe 

15 minutes
Prepare a list of sayings.

For example: “Just do it,” “diamonds are forever,” “Some like it hot,” “His bark is worse than his bite,” “Love makes the 
world go round,” “An apple a day keeps the doctor away,” “First up, best dressed,” “king for a day,” “Funny money,” 
“Laughter	is	the	best	medicine.”	again,	the	sayings	you	choose	can	be	themed	on	a	specific	topic	to	suit	your	theme.	

This activity again creates a competition based on the participants’ ability to react in the moment, drawing on their 
storytelling, scripting and presenting skills. 
1. Put the sayings in an opaque bag.
2.	 ask	four	to	five	audience	members	to	come	and	volunteer	for	a	public	speaking	competition.
3. Ask the volunteers to come up and pick a card.
4. Instruct them to tell a story that uses the saying as the topic. The story doesn’t need to be long, complicated or   
 true.
5. up the competition by increasing the number of cards selected to two or more.
6. After three rounds, get the audience to vote for the best public speaker that made the most engaging and   
 interesting stories with the words. 

expreSS your opiNioN puBlicly 

30 minutes
this	activity	builds	on	the	previous	activities,	but	now	relates	it	to	a	specific	outreach	activity	or	event	that	involves	the	
group you work with preparing and presenting a public speech. 

1. Once you feel that the young participants are confortable with improvising, ask them to brainstorm a two-minute  
 speech on a topic they feel strong about. 
2. Ask the young participants what guidelines they should follow. Remind them of what they learned when voicing  
 their scripts:
	 •	 Once	you	have	written	out	your	speech	put	away	the	paper.
	 •	 Write	up	bullet	points,	but	don’t	write	your	speech	word	for	word.
	 •	 Practice	the	speech	out	loud	with	your	bullet	points	guiding	you.
	 •	 try:	
  o Not to hesitate (stop for more than a count of two seconds)
	 	 o	Not	to	deviate	(skewing	the	subject	off	topic	completely).	if	the	topic	is	animals	and	the	speaker	is	talking		
	 	 				about	cars,	they	are	off	topic.
  o To speak slowly, looking at the audience and taking pauses.
	 	 o	your	speech	should	have	a	strong	first	and	last	sentence	(emphasizing	a	message	or	moral)	that	people	will		
     remember.
3. When they are ready, get them to practice in front of the rest of the group with a timekeeper. 
4. Allow for feedback.
5. Once you feel that the young participants are ready, start advertising the event. 

oNce you HAVe orgANiSed puBlic SpeAKiNg eVeNtS WitH your group ANd feel 
coNfideNt, you cAN orgANiSe eVeNtS tHAt AlSo iNVolVe youNg people outSide of tHe 
projeCt.	You	CoulD	Choose	a	speCifiC	theme,	aDvertise	a	Calling	for	people	to	sign	
up to tAKe pArt iN tHe puBlic SpeAKiNg coMpetitioN ANd HoW tHey Need to prepAre 
A SpeecH oN it, oN tHe dAy of tHe eVeNt tHe AudieNce tHeN VoteS for tHe BeSt puBlic 
SpeAKer. 
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2.	plaYs 

 3 hours
Plays are a great way to “repackage” all the information you have been gathering for your shows, or activities and to 
make this content available in a fun and playful way. Theatre is a fantastic “awareness raising” tool. You can also create 
plays on completely new topics, but to do so, you will need to go through the research session again. 

STAgE TWO, SESSION FIVE, TOPIC SELECTION ANd RESEARCH

•	 you	need	to	advertise	your	play	to	make	sure	people	will	attend.	
•	 you	can	create	posters	to	promote	the	play,	based	on	the	three	key	points	used	in	the	community	announcements.	

STAgE THREE, SESSION TWO: COMMuNITY ANNOuNCEMENTS

•	 For	this	activity,	you	might	want	to	get	in	touch	with	teachers	or	youth	groups	already	involved	in	theatre	related		
 activities for further ideas and guidance, or even ask them whether they would like to collaborate with you on this  
 activity. 

- Props and costumes for the play

produciNg A plAy

30 minutes

you	are	aiming	to	produce	a	live	play,	which	will	include	characters,	a	narrator	and	sound	effects.	the	play	will	have	a	
social message that is revealed in the drama of the play. This format will allow the young reporters to address social 
issues	through	narrative	and	communicate	messages	through	fictional	storytelling.	

STAgE THREE, SESSION FOuR, FORuM THEATRE

1. Think about plays you have seen or radio dramas you have heard.
2. Think about what a play is, its purpose, and what the elements in a play are:
	 •	 Characters:
	 	 you	want	your	characters	to	be	diverse	and	express	the	different	views	on	a	topic	(like	the	guests	in	an	audio		
  debate). 
	 •	 story	line	and	structure	(plot,	climax,	suspense):	
  The beginning is the most important as you want to bring the audience into the story from the start with   
  something exciting a dramatic moment. The start is also a good place to introduce characters that are   
  important (like the structure and elements learned in Stage Two: Storytelling).
	 •	 scenes:
	 	 a	play	is	made	of	different	scenes	that	might	take	place	in	different	places	(house,	school)	and	involve	different		
  characters. 
	 	 it	is	recommended	not	to	exceed	five	scenes.
	 •	 dialogue:
	 	 Good	dialogue	between	the	characters	is	not	simply	a	matter	of	stringing	together	different	conversations.		
  Every bit of speech must help the play move in some direction, increasingly involving the audience as it does.  
  If you have a problem with a scene, ask yourself: what is happening at this point? If nothing is happening, that’s  
  the problem.
	 •	 Narration:
  The narrator knows everything that is happening, in the past and in the future. Her or his role is to   
  guide the audience, to give them more insight and information. While the characters are on stage, the narrator  
  can be sitting on the side while speaking. It is not always necessary to have a narrator. 
	 •	 Message:
  keep in mind that you want to convey a message through the play. But remember that it is more powerful if the  
  message is not stated but comes through the actions of the characters and the play. 
3. Think about the roles needed to make your play, and the responsibilities of each role. This also depends on what  
 you’re including in your play: music, dancing?
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main	roles	neeDeD	are:	DireCtor,	sCriptWriter,	aCtors,	set	Designer,	proDuCer.

Script WritiNg 

1 hour

This activity gets you to use your skills as storytellers to develop your play.

step	1:	Developing	the	basiC	storY	(20	minutes)
1. Brainstorm a topic or theme for the play (you can also draw from radio shows or formats you have been producing). 

STAgE TWO, SESSION FIVE, TOPIC SELECTION ANd RESEARCH

2. Ask yourself ‘what if?’ to develop the topic or theme you have chosen. 

If a community challenge is teen pregnancy, and you decide on this topic, create a ‘what if’ situation:
•	 What	if	a	girl	is	in	love	with	a	boy,	and	he	wants	to	have	sex	with	her—but	she	is	not	ready?

3.  From this ‘what if’, start developing:
	 •	 Characters
	 •	 Locations	(scenes)	
	 •	 Beginning,	middle	and	end	ideas	(storyline,	structure)
	 •	 Costume,	props	and	sound	effects/music	ideas

step	2:	Developing	the	CharaCters	(15	minutes)
This step will help you understand that people’s personalities help to shape the play.
1. Ask yourself: what kind of characters could be in this story? 
2.	 Create	three	to	five	main	characters.	
3. give them a name, age and physical description. 
4. Now ask yourself: what traits do these characters have?
5. Create two columns, one titled ‘good’ and one ‘bad’ on the board/paper.
6. divide the columns horizontally, with each section being the name of a character.
7. Write down one good trait and one bad trait in each column under the name of each character. 

some	traits	might	be	shy,	rude,	honest,	lazy,	friendly,	angry,	selfish,	creative,	and	generous.	

8. go back to the ‘what if’ scenario and think about how some of the personality traits can help your characters solve 
their	problem,	and	which	traits	will	make	things	more	difficult	for	them.

step	3:	Creating	ConfliCt	(15	minutes)
this	step	gets	to	the	heart	of	the	play,	taking	the	‘what	if’	challenge	and	the	characters,	then	defining	what	the	goal	
(ending)	of	the	play	is	and	what	is	keeping	the	goal	from	happening.	that	is	the	conflict.
1.	 ask	yourself:	what	is	conflict?	is	it	just	fighting?	What	other	types	of	conflict	are	there?
2. Refer back to the two traits you chose for each character. Explain that with these traits each character creates their  
	 own	challenges	or	conflict	and	achieves	their	goal.
3.	 remind	them	that	place	or	environment	can	also	affect	the	challenges	and	the	process	of	achieving	the	goal.	
4. Help the young participants create the main dramatic event of the play (which usually takes place in the scene   
 situated at the middle of the play). 
5. Write the name of the scene and the event.
6. Once you have your main scene, write the name of the scenes that are going to come before and after the main  
 event until you have all your scenes. 
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step	4:	Writing	a	praCtiCe	sCript	(30	minutes)
1. Ask yourself what makes good and bad dialogue:
	 •	 Bad	dialogue	is	dry	and	over-informative:
  “Hi my dear husband, how are you after this day at work? You look very tired and angry.”
  “Yes my wife, I am tired but I am not angry. Now I need you to make me a nice supper to make me feel better.”
	 •	 Good	dialogue	is	natural	and	sounds	the	way	one	speaks	everyday—it	is	more	like	conversation,	and	has		 	
  emotion:
  “Hello my darling. How was your day? You look exhausted! Are you cross or something?”
	 	 “No,	not	at	all.	i	am	just	finished.	Please	cook	me	something	nice	for	supper,	Ok?”
2. divide your group into sub-groups of around 3-4 people, and ask each group to write up one scene of dialogue  
 (20 lines maximum). give them the context of the scene and to imagine the dialogue. 

A teacher asks one of his students to come and see him after class because he suspects him of cheating during a test. 

APPENdIx 8: SAMPLE SCRIPT PLAY

step	5:		finalising	the	sCript	anD	rehearsing	(1	hour)
1. Have people in the group volunteer to be actors and choose characters and choose the other respective roles.
2. Instruct the actors to read through their lines and possibly change words that don’t feel natural.
3. Remind the director that they need to help the actors perform. 
4. Rehearse the scenes in order and have the producer time the play. 
5. get the set designer to think about props needed and organize who will be responsible for bringing them on the day  
 of the performance.
6. Choose the stage carefully and make sure there is enough space around for the audience.
7. Rehearse on the stage with props if possible. 
8.	 decide	whether	you	need	more	rehearsing	sessions	or	whether	everybody	is	feeling	confident.

plAy tiMe!

Length of the play plus 30 minutes for discussion and debate

1. Preparation:
 Advertise the event and make sure your peers know when and where it is happening.
2. Choose someone in the group as a host to introduce the play to the audience, and explain that it will be followed by  
 a short debate. 
3. Perform the play.
4. Once the play has ended start a discussion about the theme of the play with the audience, moderated by the host. 

MAKe Sure tHAt you record tHe group diScuSSioN So tHAt you cAN plAy extrActS 
duriNg your Next SHoW. 

 

3.	CommunitY	Debates	anD	DisCussions	With	reCorDeD	formats

1 hour

You can host a live community debate with the participation of members of the community and comments from the 
audience	or	you	can	organise	community	debates	that	use	pre-recorded	formats	(commentary,	profile,	vox	pops)	as	a	
conversation starter. 

Stage Four

- Room to host the debate (school, youth centre, library or clinic)
- Chairs for community members, if possible
- Loud speaker and recorder or computer (if playing pre-recorded audio and to record the debate)
- Mixer, mics, speakers (if you want to amplify and record the debate) 
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steps	to	folloW	for	preparing	a	CommunitY	auDio	Debate	using	reCorDeD	formats:	
1.	 Plan	a	community	debate	event	around	a	specific	community	activity	or	an	awareness	day	or	campaign,	such	as			
 World AIdS day on 1 december.
2. Brainstorm a topic you want to present to the community members and think about formats you have already   
 produced that match the topic or what formats you can create. 
3. keep your presentation quite short and simple, you simply what to convey a clear message that will trigger a debate.  
	 a	short	recorded	vox	pop	or	a	commentary	can	be	a	very	effective	format	to	do	this.	
4.	 Once	you	have	a	clear	idea	and	have	researched	and	started	planning	your	format/s	on	the	topic,	you	need	to	find		
 suitable guests for the debate, and ask them to avail themselves for the event. 
5. Advertise your event in the community at least a week in advance. Invite community representatives (such as a   
 mayor, principal or school counsellors). 
6. Set up the speakers and make sure the audience will be able to hear the recording and themselves. Make sure all  
 technical matters are sorted at least one hour before the scheduled time.  
7. Appoint a host and get her or him to rehearse what they are going to say to the audience before playing the   
 recording. 
8. Appoint another couple of young participants to welcome the audience when they arrive at the venue. 
9. The event host introduces the topic and the pre-recorded format.
10. debate hosts introduce guests and the debate topic, then start the debate.
11. Once the debate has concluded, the event host takes questions or comments from the audience and moderates.  
 Young participants can be part of this discussion.
12. The event host closes the debate and thanks everyone involved. 

MAKe Sure you record tHe group diScuSSioN So tHAt you cAN plAy extrActS duriNg 
your Next SHoW. 

STAgE THREE, SESSION FIVE: AudIO dEBATES

4. peer diScuSSioN groupS

1 hour

Peer discussion groups are an easy way to get a good overall understanding of the topic and create a space for young 
people	to	voice	their	opinions.	But	they	are	often	dull	and	difficult	to	kick	off.	that’s	where	the	recorded	audio	will	help.	

- Flip chart with paper or black board
- Chalk or markers
- A large room
- 10 to 20 participants (not including the project members). You need to decide whether you want to involve youth  
	 from	the	same	grade/age	group	or	mix	them	up.	With	youth	from	different	age	groups	you	might	find	that	their		
	 conceptual	understanding	of	some	topics	is	too	different	to	have	a	constructive	discussion.	
- Notebook and pen for note taking
- Loud speaker and recorder or computer (if playing pre-recorded audio)
- Projector (if playing pre-recorded video)

Peer discussion groups need to be well prepared and tight. Preparation is key and they shouldn’t be too long (1 hour 
maximum).  Remember you still need to follow the organisational steps outlined in previous activities – choosing a 
theme or topic, organising roles and responsibilities, advertising the event and organising a venue. 

here	is	an	example	of	a	gooD	struCture	for	a	DisCussion: 
1. Two young participants act as the hosts of the discussion.
2. Hosts welcome their peers and introduce the topic.
3. Play the chosen format. 
4. Hosts restate the focus statement of the discussion group and ask the audience to share their thoughts.
5. Hosts moderate the discussion, making sure that everybody in the audience who wants to speak gets a chance. 
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6. If there is an up-coming event or campaign linked to the topic in the community, the host can mention it before  
 closing the session, using the community announcement template to do so. They can also refer to a resource place,  
 organisation, person or book for children and youth who want to know more about the topic. 
7. Hosts remind the audience of the discussion’s key arguments and round up the session.

MAKe Sure you record tHe group diScuSSioN So tHAt you cAN plAy extrActS duriNg 
your Next SHoW. 
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appenDix	1 

eNergiSerS ANd ActiVitieS for gettiNg to KNoW oNe ANotHer

Section Four   |  Appendices   |   Appendix 1

This selection of icebreakers and energisers has been compiled using the document “100 ways to energise groups: Games 
to use in workshops, meetings and the community” by the International HIV/AIdS Alliance.  

getting	to	knoW	one	another	–	iCebreakers

names	anD	aDjeCtives
Participants think of an adjective to describe how they are feeling or how they are. The adjective must start with the same 
letter as their name, for instance, “I’m Henry and I’m happy” or “I’m Siphokazi and I’m amazing.” As they say this, they can 
also mime an action that describes the adjective. The group then responds, “Hello Siphokazi, you are amazing,’ and copies 
the action.

coNNectiNg eyeS
Participants stand in a circle. Each person makes eye contact with another person across the circle. The two walk across 
the circle and exchange positions, while maintaining eye contact. Many pairs can exchange at the same time, and the 
group should try to make sure that everyone in the circle is included in the exchange. Begin by trying this in silence and 
then exchange greetings in the middle of the circle.

tHree trutHS ANd A lie
Everyone thinks of four pieces of information about themselves, three of which are true and one of which is not true. For 
example,	‘i	like	singing,	i	love	football,	i	have	five	wives	and	i	do	a	lot	of	yoga’.	Participants	then	pair	up	and	take	it	in	turns	
to tell each other their four pieces of information about themselves, in any order. Their partner must guess which is the lie. 
If you prefer to do this as a whole group activity, each person can tell the group their four facts and the group can discuss 
or vote on which they think is the lie.

WHAt We HAVe iN coMMoN
The facilitator calls out a characteristic of people in the group, such as ‘having children’. All those who have children should 
move to one corner of the room. As the facilitator calls out more characteristics, such as ‘likes football’, people with the 
characteristic move to the indicated space.

KNotS
Participants stand in a circle and join hands. keeping their hands joined, they move in any way that they want, twisting and 
turning and creating a ‘knot’. They must then unravel this knot, without letting go of one another’s hands.
Everyone stands in a close circle. (If the group is very large, it may be necessary to split the group into two circles.) 

BuildiNg truSt ANd teAM Spirit

cAtcH your pArtNer
Participants get into pairs. In their pairs one person stands about one step away with their back facing their partner. Their 
partner	stands	firm,	with	their	feet	apart.	the	person	in	front	then	falls	back	and	their	partner	catches	them.	the	pairs	
then swap positions and repeat the exercise. The facilitator asks the participants how this exercise made them feel and 
what they learned from the exercise. 

leAdiNg ANd guidiNg
Participants split into pairs. One participant puts on a blindfold. Their partner then leads them carefully around the area 
making sure they don’t trip or bump into anything. After some time, the facilitator asks the pairs to swap roles. At the end, 
participants discuss how they felt when they had to trust someone else to keep them safe..
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WHy Are We Here?
This activity allows participants to think about and voice their concerns and expectations regarding the training and its 
purpose for their mini media club or youth media hub. In the middle of a piece of paper the facilitator writes ‘Why are 
we here?’ He or she then asks the participants the following questions to encourage them to share their expectations, 
excitement and fears:
	 •	 When	you	were	making	your	way	here,	what	did	you	think	this	was	going	to	be	about?
	 •	 is	anyone	feeling	a	bit	worried?	about	what?	
the	facilitator	writes	down	the	answers	of	the	participants	on	the	flipchart	and	corrects	or	adjusts	incorrect	answers	and	
affirms	or	elaborates	on	correct	answers.

creAtiNg A SeNSe of oWNerSHip

WHAt you HAVe to offer
This activity allows the young participants to think about the skills, talents or passions they already have and that they can 
bring to the training and mini media club or youth media hub to make it a success. The facilitator cuts A4 paper into four 
pieces	and	gives	one	piece	to	each	participant.	he	or	she	writes	‘skills	pool’	in	the	middle	of	the	flipchart	paper	and	draws	
a	big	circle	around	it.	Each	participant	writes	their	name	and	three	or	four	things	they	think	they	can	offer	the	group	on	
their	piece	of	paper.	the	facilitator	should	emphasise	that	what	we	have	to	offer	does	not	need	to	be	a	degree,	it	can	be	
your ability to make others laugh. Each participant then comes to stick their piece of paper inside the circle. The facilitator 
can then read out some or all of the skills or talents within the group.

HouSe ruleS
This is an important activity to build common agreement about how we would like everyone to behave during the 
training or when the group works together. It allows the group to create their own rules, which they decide on and 
enforce themselves. The facilitator explains that everyone needs to agree on how to behave so that everyone has a good 
experience	and	can	work	 together	effectively	as	a	group.	he	or	 she	asks	 for	a	volunteer	 to	 scribe,	 and	 then	asks	 the	
participants what rules they think they should have. As they call out their suggestions, discuss each individually and make 
sure there is agreement form all. Once there is, the scribe can write them down. Have a maximum of ten rules. Once the 
rules are decided, the facilitator needs to lead a conversation around the consequences of breaking the rules and what the 
participants think these should be. There is no need to match each rule and once the participants have decided on two or 
three that is enough. Once they have decided and written up all the rules and consequences, each participant and mentor 
needs to come up and sign the agreement. 
iMPOrtaNt:	if	participants	suggest	corporal	punishment	the	facilitator	needs	to	challenge	it	and	negotiate	a	different	
set of consequences. It is important that the consequence is in line with the severity of the behaviour. If they only suggest 
corporal punishment or humiliation, ask questions like: “How would you feel if that happened to you?” and “do we really 
want that kind of thing happening here? I don’t want that...”
Standard rules:
	 •	 don’t	interrupt	each	other.
	 •	 keep	cell	phones	off.
	 •	 Listen	to	whoever	is	speaking.
	 •	 Equal	respect	for	boys	and	girls.
	 •	 respecting	each	other.

Suggestions for consequences:
	 •	 three	warnings
	 •	 apologise	to	the	individual	and	group	
	 •	 show	us	your	talent
	 •	 NON-OPtiONs:	Corporal	punishment;	withholding	food,	breaks,	or	participation	in	activities;		 	
  humiliation; physical exertion.

The united Nations Convention On The Rights Of A Child applies to all children, whatever their race, religion or abilities; 
whatever they think or say, whatever type of family they come from. It doesn’t matter where children live, what language 
they speak, what their parents do, whether they are boys or girls, what their culture is, whether they have a disability or 
whether they are rich or poor. No child should be treated unfairly on any basis.
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WArMiNg up, eNergiSiNg ANd relAxiNg

group StAtueS
Ask the group to move around the room, loosely swinging their arms and gently relaxing their heads and necks. After a 
short while, shout out a word. The group must form themselves into statues that describe the word. For example, the 
facilitator shouts “peace”. All the participants have to instantly adopt, without talking, poses that show what ‘peace’ 
means to them. Repeat the exercise several times.

MoVe to tHe Spot
Ask everyone to choose a particular spot in the room. They start the game by standing on their ‘spot’. Instruct people to 
walk around the room and carry out a particular action, for example, hopping, saying hello to everyone wearing blue or 
walking backwards, etc. When the facilitator says “Stop”, everyone must run to his or her original spots. The person who 
reaches	their	place	first	is	the	next		leader	and	can	instruct	the	group	to	do	what	they	wish.

dANciNg oN pAper
Facilitators prepare equal sized sheets of newspaper or cloth. Participants split into pairs. Each pair is given either a piece 
of newspaper or cloth. They dance while the facilitator plays music or claps. When the music or clapping stops, each pair 
must stand on their sheet of newspaper or cloth. The next time the music or clapping stops, the pair has to fold their paper 
or cloth in half before standing on it. After several rounds, the paper or cloth becomes very small by being folded again 
and	again.	it	is	increasingly	difficult	for	two	people	to	stand	on.	Pairs	that	have	any	part	of	their	body	on	the	floor	are	‘out’	
of the game. The game continues until there is a winning pair.

pASS tHe eNergy
Participants stand or sit in a circle, hold hands and silently concentrate. The facilitator sends a series of ‘pulses’ both ways 
round the group by discreetly squeezing the hands of those next to her/him. Participants pass these pulses round the 
circle, as in an electric current, by squeezing the hand of the person next to them and literally ‘energising’ the group.

Dragon’s	tail
Ask the group to divide into two. The two groups form dragons by holding on to one another’s waists in a long line. The 
last	person	in	the	line	has	a	brightly	coloured	scarf	tucked	into	his/her	trousers	or	belt,	to	form	the	dragon’s	tail.	the	first	
person in the line is the dragons head. The dragons start at opposite sides of the room and the object is to catch the tail 
of the other dragon with your dragon’s head, without losing your own tail in the process.

clAp excHANge
Participants sit or stand in a circle. They send a clap around the circle by facing and clapping in unison with the person on 
their right, who repeats the clap with the person on their right, and so on. do this as fast as possible. Send many claps, with 
different	rhythms,	around	the	circle	at	the	same	time.

do liKe i do
The group forms a circle with someone in the centre. This is a rhythmical dance game and should be said to a beat or 
clapping hands. The centre person says ‘do like I do’, and the group responds ‘I do, I do.’ The centre person repeats ‘do 
like I do’ and the group repeats ‘I do, I do’. The person in the centre then says ‘I do, I do’ whilst doing a dance move, and 
the group responds ‘I do, I do’ as they copy the dance move. Then someone else jumps in and the game is repeated. keep 
going until everyone has had a turn in the centre.

master	to	the	jaCks
The group stands in a circle. The facilitator is the ‘Master’ and the group are the ‘Jacks’. The facilitator goes around the 
circle and gives each Jack a number counting up from one. The master then starts the group with the rhythm sequence    
	–	slap	thighs	with	both	hands,	clap	hands,	click	fingers	and	keep	repeating	until	the	group	is	in	sync.	Once	the	rhythm	is	
going the master calls ‘Master to the Jacks’ and the jacks reply ‘Jacks to the Master’, the master calls again ‘Master to the 
Jacks’, and again they reply ‘Jacks to the Master.’ The master then calls, for example, ‘Master to three’, then ‘Jack 3’ would 
pass it on to someone else: ‘three to ten’, then Jack ten would say ‘ten to four’ etc. Jacks can pass it back to the master. 
If someone gets it wrong or hesitates they are out of the game, including the master (in this case the next person in the 
circle becomes the master). Once someone is out of the game their number does not exist anymore and if someone passes 
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expreSSiNg feeliNgS

WHAt AM i feeliNg?
Participants sit in a circle. Each person takes a turn acting out an emotion. Other participants try to guess what feeling the 
 person is acting out. The person who guesses correctly acts out the next emotion.

Colour-feeling
Everyone in turn has to say how they feel today and associate a colour to the feeling. 

recAppiNg ANd gAiNiNg feedBAcK

poSitiVe ANd NegAtiVe cHAirS
draw a positive sign and a negative sign on two separate pieces of paper. Place two chairs in the front of the room and 
stick the positive sign on one chair and the negative sign on the other. Ask all the young participants to come up and sit on 
the negative chair and share something they felt didn’t work, that they didn’t like or suggest a change. Then they can sit 
on the positive chair and share something they liked, they enjoyed or something that really worked for them.

ActioN feedBAcK
Each participant thinks of one word and an action that matches to describe how they found the training or session. 
Participants go round the circle and take it in turns to say their word and do their action. For example, “Interesting” (taps 
head	with	finger).

cAtcH
this	is	a	good	game	to	play	for	recapping	what	was	learned	or	finding	out	how	people	are	feeling.	stand	in	a	circle	and	
throw a ball to anyone, the person that catches it needs to share one thing they learned, and needs to give as much detail 
as possible or how they are feeling. That person then needs to throw the ball to someone else and the person that catches 
it	then	needs	to	share	a	different	element	they	learned	and	so	on.	
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appenDix	2

SAMple coNSeNt forM

Print name           

Signature       date    

Parent’s / guardian name          

Parent’s / guardian signature          

Address            

Phone      Email      

My full name is

Age

I am taking part in a project organised by (name of radio station) 

By signing this form, I give permission to (name of radio station)  

to use my work in their programming.  

I am aware that my audio recordings might be edited by (name of radio station).

The programming may be broadcast. It may also be placed on the Internet or distributed as a Cd, mp3  

or other audio formats. 

I also understand that if there is anything that I do not want to share with (name of radio station)     

                                                                                                          I will tell them and it will not be used.

I understand (name of radio station)                                                                                                           will respect my work  

and will respect me and my family. I understand that, whenever possible, they will give me a copy of my work  

so that I can hear how it has been used.
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appenDix	3

SAMple coNSeNt to BroAdcASt forM

Print name           

Signature       date    

Parent’s / guardian name          

Parent’s / guardian signature          

Address            

Phone      Email      

My full name is

Age

I consent to the use of audio, photographs or video footage of myself for use on the 

…………………………………………………….. website, in newsletters and publications or broadcast. 

I consent to the future use of audio, photographs or video footage of myself.

I further understand that this consent may be withdrawn by me at anytime, upon written notice.

I give this consent voluntarily.
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AppeNdix 4 

gAMeS ANd exerciSeS to prActice liSteNiNg, SpeAKiNg ANd oBSerViNg 

iSerSThis selection of icebreakers and energisers has been compiled using the document “100 ways to energise groups: Games 
to use in workshops, meetings and the community” by the International HIV/AIdS Alliance.  

exerciSeS to prActice liSteNiNg ANd SpeAKiNg SKillS

tHANdo SAyS
A volunteer stands at the front of the group and gives them actions to follow, always beginning with “(their name) says....” 
For example, “Thando says touch your toes!”, “Thando says close your eyes!” As long as the instruction starts with the 
name of the leader, they follow the instructions. When the group are not expecting it at some point the leader gives an 
instruction without saying his name, for example “Jump three times!” This time the group should not follow the instruction 
and if anyone does they are out.

tiDe’s	in/tiDe’s	out
draw a line representing the seashore and ask participants to stand behind the line. When the facilitator shouts “Tide’s 
out!” everyone jumps forwards over the line. When the leader shouts “Tide’s in!” everyone jumps backwards over the line. 
If the facilitator shouts “Tide’s out!” twice in a row, participants who move have to drop out of the game.

BroKeN telepHoNe
All participants stand in a circle. One participant thinks of a phrase or message and whispers it to the next person. This 
person then whispers it to the next person in the circle and so on, until the message reaches the last person before it gets 
back to where it started. This person says the message out loud. discuss as a group if and how the message has changed 
from the original message that was sent and the reasons for this. How could you have communicated the message better? 
What were the problems in the successful communication of the message? What can we learn about good communication 
from this?

exerciSeS to prActice oBSerVAtioN SKillS

fiNd SoMeoNe WeAriNg...
Ask participants to walk around loosely, shaking their limbs and generally relaxing. After a short while, the facilitator 
shouts	 out	 “Find	 someone	 wearing...”	 and	 names	 a	 specific	 article	 of	 clothing,	 for	 example	 jeans,	 or	 earrings.	 the	
participants	have	to	rush	to	stand	close	to	the	person	described.	repeat	this	exercise	several	times	using	different	types	
of clothing.  To develop the game, shout out “Touch something...” and names a colour. The participants have to rush to 
touch something of this colour. This could be a blue shirt, pen, shoe or whatever. Continue the game in this way, asking 
participants to call out their own suggestions for things to touch.

WHAt HAS cHANged?
Participants break into pairs. Partners observe one another and try to memorise the appearance of each other. Then one 
turns their back while the other makes three changes to his/her appearance; for example, putting their watch on the other 
wrist, removing their glasses, and rolling up their sleeves. The other player then turns around and has to try to spot the 
three changes. The players then switch roles.

Mirror iMAge
Participants sort themselves into pairs. Each pair decides which one of them will be the ‘mirror’. This person then copies 
(mirrors) the actions of their partner. After some time, ask the pair to swap roles so that the other person can be the 

‘mirror’.

tHe KiNg iS deAd
the	first	player	 turns	 to	 their	neighbour	and	says,	 “the	king	 is	dead!”	the	neighbour	asks,	 “how	did	he	die?”	and	 the	
first	player	responds,	“he	died	doing	this”,	and	starts	a	simple	gesture	or	movement.	all	participants	repeat	this	gesture	
continuously. The second player repeats the statement and the third player asks, “How did he die?” The second player 
adds another gesture or movement. The whole group then copies these two movements. The process continues around 
the circle until there are too many movements to remember.
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reAdiNg teSt
This activity demonstrates to participants how easily we often ignore information that is right in front of us. The facilitator 
draws up on a board or shows participants a copy of the following image for a few seconds:
 

Ask for a volunteer to give the message that they saw in the triangle. Often people will ignore the repeated word ‘the’ 
and just read ‘A walk in the park’. If this happens show the message again and ask the volunteer what they did wrong. Ask 
the group who also did this and ask why they think this happened. Explain that we often ignore information that we don’t 
think we need. Part of being a good observer is actively looking at what is really there, rather than just seeing what we 
expect to see. Sometimes the details can be very important to the meaning of the situation.

tHe loNgeSt liNe
this	exercise	demonstrates	to	participants	that	what	we	see	may	not	always	be	as	it	first	appears.	the	facilitator	draws	
the following on a board or shows a copy to participants (if you draw it, make sure the vertical lines are the same length!).
 

Ask participants which line is longer. Expect to hear responses that the line on the right is longer. Point out that the lines 
are in fact the same length. Why did participants believe that the line on the right was longer? How does this relate to 
communication?	as	a	reporter	it	is	always	important	to	do	your	research	and	know	the	facts,	as	first	impressions	can	be	
misleading. 
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AppeNdix 5 

gAMeS ANd exerciSeS to deVelop StorytelliNg SKillS

Story rouNd tHe circle
This game allows the group to explore the elements and structure of a good story. All participants form a circle, either 
standing or seated. The facilitator explains that you are going to create a story together, giving a word or a sentence each 
as	you	go	around	the	circle.	ask	a	volunteer	to	start	and	go	around	once.	When	the	story	is	finished	ask	the	participants	
if	it	had	any	of	the	elements	of	a	good	story.	how	could	it	be	improved?	did	it	flow	well?	did	people	really	listen	to	the	
story as it developed up to their turn? Try a second time with this in mind, and ask the group the same questions. Another 
variation is to ask people to only give one word as you go around the circle, and go around a few times. 

A MoMeNt i Will NeVer forget
This can be done as a group activity in a circle or you can ask participants to pair up and tell each other. Participants 
think	about	a	moment	they	will	never	forget.	take	five	minutes	to	think	about	it,	and	write	notes	if	necessary,	then	the	
facilitator can ask volunteers to tell their story in about a minute. This is a great way for participants to develop their 
confidence	in	speaking	aloud	and	to	apply	their	storytelling	skills.	also	discuss	how	the	listener	or	the	rest	of	the	group	
can be a good audience for the storyteller. Remember never to force people to tell personal stories if they are not ready, 
they can always just listen to others. 
Variations might include giving your storyteller a list of mini story-starters:
	 •	 a	funny	thing	that	happened
	 •	 an	embarrassing	moment
	 •	 a	time	at	my	favourite	place
	 •	 Moving	homes
	 •	 Getting	lost
	 •	 Getting	hurt
	 •	 My	worst	memory
	 •	 Making	or	losing	a	friend
	 •	 a	holiday
	 •	 Getting	caught	out
	 •	 a	moment	of	realisation
	 •	 a	big	decision

tell	me	more	(truth)
This game is good for developing both questioning and storytelling skills. Participants break into pairs and decide who is 
the storyteller and who is the listener. The storyteller begins by telling the listener one or two sentences about themselves. 
For example “My name is Sibi and I am 17 years old. I live in khayelitsha with my family and I like drawing.” The listener 
chooses a word from the two sentences that they would like to hear more about and says, “Tell me more about...(the 
word).” For example “Tell me more about your family,” or “Tell me more about khayelitsha,” or “Tell me more about 
drawing.” The storyteller gives another sentence about the new word, for example, “My family is large and I have a mother 
and a father and two brothers and three sisters. I am the oldest.” Then the listener chooses another word from the new 
sentence and says, “Tell me more about (your mother)”. keep going in this way, and when you get to a stopping point the 
listener and the storyteller can swap roles. 

tell	me	more	(lies)
This is essentially the same as Tell Me More Truth, except that the storyteller makes up a character to start with, and 
makes up nonsense or lies each time the listener asks them a new question about a word from their sentence. Participants 
can be as creative as they want with their lies.

fortuNAtely uNfortuNAtely
Participants	stand	in	a	circle.	the	first	participant	introduces	a	character	and	then	participants	go	around	the	circle	taking	
it in turns to describe alternately fortunate and unfortunate things to happen to the character, without killing them. It is 
important that participants listen to what has been said before them so that their event makes sense. 
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For example:
One day there was a boy called Jack.
unfortunately, he fell down a hole.
Fortunately, at the bottom of the hole was a diamond.
unfortunately,	it	was	sharp	and	he	cut	his	finger	on	it.
Fortunately, his mother found him bleeding and took him to the hospital.
unfortunately, the police saw the diamond and put him in jail.
Fortunately, the bars on his window were broken and he escaped.
And so on....

DesCribing	objeCts
this	activity	will	develop	the	skills	of	giving	detailed	description	and	the	importance	of	specific	and	targeted	questioning.	
you	will	 need	five	 small	 objects	 (match	 box,	 fruit,	 spoon,	 tennis	 ball,	 bottle	 cap)	 and	 an	 opaque	 bucket	 or	 packet.	 a	
volunteer comes to the front, faces their back to the group and chooses one object in the bucket (without looking into 
the bucket). It is key that the volunteer does not see the other objects. The other participants can the volunteer questions 
to	try	to	figure	out	what	the	object	is,	but	the	volunteer	can	only	answer	‘yes’	or	‘no’.	For	example	“is	it	blue?”	or	“is	it	a	
vegetable?” Each time the volunteer answers a questions they can give one clue about the object, and so on, until the 
group	guess	the	object.	then	another	volunteer	takes	over	and	picks	a	different	object	from	the	bucket,	repeating	the	
process.	the	facilitator	can	then	ask	the	participants	what	they	learned	through	the	activity,	such	as,	“Was	it	difficult	to	
figure	out	what	it	was?”	“Why?”	and	“What	type	of	questions	helped	you	figure	out	what	it	was?”	the	questions	will	allow	
the young participants to understand the importance of concrete sensory details and description.
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AppeNdix 6 

games	anD	exerCise	to	Develop	the	skills	to	express	one’s	opinion 

ANd to pArticipAte iN coNStructiVe diScuSSioNAgree or diSAgree

This activity will allow participants to voice and share their opinions, as well as develop their understanding of how 
to communicate their opinion and support it. Before the workshop the facilitator will need to prepare a series of four 
statements aimed at provoking strong reactions. It is important though, to make sure that they are culture and gender 
sensitive and relevant to topics and issues of the community you are working with. For example, “I feel safe in my school,” 
or  “Young people in my community know a lot about hygiene.” The facilitator will also need to stick signs saying “AgREE” 
and “dISAgREE” on opposite walls of the room, and ask participants to gather in the middle of the room. The facilitator 
then reads out a statement and asks participants to go to the sign that represents their view. He or she then asks a couple 
of participants on each side to explain the reason they agree or disagree with the statement. For example, “My name is...... 
and I agree that a young people in my community know a lot about hygiene BECAuSE...” Encourage them to elaborate on 
their	views	and	give	examples.	repeat	the	process	with	different	statements.	the	participants	can	then	share	with	the	
group what they learned from this activity. This will help the young participants understand how important it is to support 
your opinion (using all the key elements of storytelling) as well as giving them an opportunity to share their thoughts and 
opinions. 
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AppeNdix 7 

gAMeS ANd exerciSeS to leArN ANd Apply tecHNiqueS for poeMS

exerciSeS to prActice WritiNg poeMS

Word ASSociAtioN
This is another simple game to warm up for poetry writing and get participants to generate words and ideas rapidly. The 
facilitator	writes	one	word	up	on	the	flipchart,	such	as	‘fire’	or	‘snow’	or	‘train’.	it	could	be	anything,	but	a	noun	works	best.	
The participants then go around the circle very quickly and each gives a word or phrase that is associated with that noun, 
for	example,	“hot	“burning”	“scolding”	“flame”	“painful”.	keep	going	until	the	group	runs	out	of	words.	as	you	go	around	
and the obvious ones have been said participants will have to be more and more creative with the language they use and 
connections they make. The point of this game is to establish the idea of ‘brainstorming’ – generating words and ideas to 
select from. 

rHyMiNg 
The group stands in a circle and one person starts by giving a simple word, such as ‘car’. The next person has to then give a 
word	that	rhymes	with	the	first	word	and	so	on	round	the	circle.	For	example,	‘car,	far,	star,	bar...etc’.	try	to	keep	going	at	
a	good	pace,	possibly	even	to	a	clapping	beat.	this	can	be	quite	challenging,	especially	if	there	are	different	languages	in	
the group and one way of playing is to allow made up words, as long as they rhyme. The aim is to tune in to the rhythmic 
effects	of	rhyming	words	and	sounds.	a	development	of	the	game	is	to	split	into	pairs	and	to	go	backwards	and	forwards	
to	create	a	short	rhyming	poem.	the	first	person	gives	a	short	sentence	that	ends	in	an	easy	rhyming	word,	for	example,	

‘There once was a girl...’ and the next person has to follow on with a rhyme, for example, ‘who had a beautiful pearl’, the 
first	person	then	goes	on	to	a	new	sound,	for	example	‘she	loved	it	so	much,’	and	the	partner	then	has	to	follow	this	with	
a rhyme, for example, ‘and it was dutch.’ Again, it is great if the poem makes sense, but it is not essential – the point is to 
practice and play with rhyming, even if the poem ends up being nonsense!

iNVeNtiNg SiMileS
The facilitator needs to make sure that all the participants are familiar with the word ‘simile’ and explain that it means 
a description using the words ‘like or ‘as’. He or she needs to then ask for suggestions of adjectives, such as ‘thin’ ‘big’ 

‘slow’ ‘funny’ ‘scary’ etc. Each time someone volunteers a word the facilitator writes on the board ‘As (big) as...’ inserting 
whichever adjective has been suggested to create a list. Once you have a good list of around ten ‘As....as...’ phrases, the 
facilitator	can	go	down	the	list	asking	for	suggestions	of	how	to	finish	each	simile.	try	to	encourage	participants	to	move	
past obvious clichés such as ‘As thin as paper’ and to make up detailed phrases that are totally new ideas, for example: ‘As 
thin as a strand of hair form a tiger’s tail etc’. 

AlliterAtioN SeNteNceS
The facilitator needs to make sure that all the participants are familiar with the word ‘alliteration’ and to explain that this is 
a collection of words that begin with the same letter one after the other. For example ‘the big blue balloon’. The facilitator 
then gives a starting word and the group work in pairs for a few minutes to try to come up with a phrase or sentence 
around this word with alliteration in it. For example, if the word was ‘dog’, they might come up with ‘The dirty dog dug a 
deep ditch’. It is important that participants are not afraid to be playful with words and that they understand that their 
sentence does not have to make perfect sense. For example they might say ‘The down dog dumped the duck’. Try it out 
with	a	few	different	words	beginning	with	different	letters.

tAlKiNg to turNipS
In many poems, the poet talks to animals or non-living things as if they could understand. The facilitator writes a list of 
everyday	objects	on	the	flipchart	(taking	suggestions	from	the	group).	the	group	then	give	suggestions	of	questions	that	
you might ask these objects if they could understand, for example ‘Book, what secrets do you hide beneath your pages?’ 

‘Television, do you ever get tired to entertaining people?’ ‘Snail, where did you get your shell?’ Like many of these games, 
it is not necessary to write down everything that is said, it is more a chance for participants to experiment and play with 
language. 
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poetry reAdiNg ActiVitieS to uSe WitH exiStiNg poeMS

In order to explore poetry as a genre, and for the activities below, you will need to build up a collection of poems as a 
group. It is helpful if the facilitator can provide a few examples of poems that the group might relate to, such as poems by 
South African Poets, or even better, by Poets from Cape Town or khayelitsha. The facilitator can also invite the group to 
find	and	bring	along	any	poems	they	have	enjoyed	or	found	interesting	to	share	with	the	group.	
Activities and questions to consider around a poem (as a group or in pairs)
	 •	 What	do	you	like	about	the	poem?	Why?	What	do	you	dislike?	Why?
	 •	 select	the	five	most	important	words	for	you	in	the	poem	–	why	are	they	powerful/	important?
	 •	 What	was	the	most	powerful	image	in	the	poem?	Why?
	 •	 has	the	poet	used	any	techniques	you	recognize	from	the	games	we	have	played	(rhyming,	alliteration,		
	 	 similes	etc)?	are	they	effective?
	 •	 illustrate	the	poem
	 •	 Prepare	interview	questions	for	an	imaginary	or	real	interview	with	the	poet.	
	 •	 Prepare	a	group	reading	of	the	poem.	think	about	how	to	use	voices,	varying	the	pace,	expression		
  and volume to suit the meaning. Make sure the words are clear but feel free to add    
	 	 sound	effects	or	movement	if	it	adds	to	the	performance.	you	could	also	sing	or	rap	the	poem.	What	is		
  the most appropriate way to perform it?

ActiVitieS for WritiNg poeMS

These activities will help you to produce a poem. They can be done as a group exercise and scribed by the facilitator on the 
flipchart,	or	can	be	done	by	individual	members	of	the	group	to	write	their	own	poems.

Writing	‘Collage’	or	‘list’	poems
A collage or list poem has a simple structure in which every line begins in the same way. It can be quite simple and can be 
any length. For example:
I like the sound of children playing.
I like the sound of my friends chattering.
I like the sound of my mother singing.
I like the sound of the birds in the morning.

Here are some simple list poem ideas that work well, but you can brainstorm your own list as a group:
	 •	 i	wish	i	was...
	 •	 it	is	a	secret	but...
	 •	 i	remember...
	 •	 tomorrow	i	promise	to...
	 •	 in	my	dreams...
	 •	 One	day	i	saw...
	 •	 if	only...

Once you have mastered this structure you can begin to break the rules and play with it. For example you might repeat 
the beginning phrase all the way through the poem, and then change the structure of the last line, or you might break you 
poem	into	verses,	each	using	a	different	repeated	phrase.	Or	you	could	just	use	the	repeated	phrase	at	the	beginning	of	
each verse and then break into free verse.

Writing	‘on	loCation’	poems
This type of poem is similar to the place poems that you have learned about. The best way to write ‘on location’ poems 
is to be actually in the place you are writing about, as you write. Begin by jotting down everything that you can see, hear, 
touch or smell (or even taste if you are somewhere where food is being served), that is important to the essence of that 
place. For example, if you were in a busy café you might write:
people, children, music, food, chatter, smells, clattering dishes, calling orders, drinking, shouting, smiles, family, spices
it	can	help	to	write	these	first	words	in	a	list	down	the	centre	of	your	page,	and	then	add	words	either	side	of	them	to	
expand the description of each. 
For example:
buzzing people chatter and laugh like wasps returning to a nest
excited children weave in and out of their laughing parents legs
the tinny speakers blare out music, barely audible above the happy din
Once you have done this you will have some good material to work with, adding in words and phrases to sow the poem 
together, or changing and improving your description as you go. 
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AppeNdix 8 

plAy Script forMAt exAMple

there	are	a	number	of	different	ways	that	you	can	format	a	theatre	script.	the	example	below	is	a	standard	formatting.	
if	you	have	already	written	your	play	and	your	formatting	is	different	from	this,	don’t	panic.	Formatting	for	the	theatre	is	
flexible	up	to	a	point.	as	long	as	there	is	a	clear	differentiation	between	stage	directions	and	dialogue,	and	the	script	is	
easy to read and carefully proofread, it is acceptable. 

Act oNe 
sCene	1
Stage directions are usually given in italics. Some writers put them in UPPER CASE ITALICS. OTHERS JUST PUT THEM IN 
UPPER CASE. The main idea is to differentiate them clearly from the dialogue.

CharaCter	1	 	 dialogue is written in sentence case. Character names are given in upper case – again to   
	 	 	 differentiate	them	clearly	from	the	spoken	dialogue.

CharaCter	2	 	 It’s a good idea to set a second-line tab so that dialogue always begins on the same vertical  
   line. This makes it clearer and easier for actors to read.

CharaCter	1	 	 dialogue is usually double-spaced between each character’s speech, but single-spaced within  
	 	 	 a	character’s	speech.	this	again	makes	it	easier	for	the	actors	to	differentiate	between		 	
   characters.

CharaCter	2	 	 Left align everything. don’t right hand justify the document. 

CharaCter	1	 	 use a font like Times New Roman or Arial. Fonts like Courier New and Arial Narrow are hard  
   to read, and fancy fonts are just a nuisance. Remember that this is a working document and  
   must be easy for actors and directors to use.

Pause  

CharaCter	2	 	 If you need to write in a pause, it should go in italics or upper case, the same as other stage  
   directions.

CharaCter	1	 	 (to	herself)	Brief	stage	directions	that	specifically	apply	to	one	character	can	be	put	in	the		
   dialogue like this.

sCene	2
It’s a good idea to keep stage directions to a minimum. Directors and actors need the space to put their own interpretations 
on what you have written. So forget about directions like ‘she picks up a glass of wine’ or ‘he smiles sadly’ unless it is integral 
to the action of the play. They just annoy the director.

CharaCter	3	 	 don’t forget to paginate your script. It’s also a good idea to put the name of the script on each  
   page as part of the header – in slightly smaller print than the dialogue.

CharaCter	1	 	 Some writers also like to put their name and the copyright symbol © on each page as a footer.  
   You don’t need to do this. Your play is protected by copyright whether you put the copyright  
   symbol on it or not.
.
CharaCter	3	 	 Leave a decent margin. And of course only use one side of A4 paper.

CharaCter	1	 	 Proofread	your	finished	script	carefully	aFtEr	you	print	it	out	and	BEFOrE	you	send	it	to		
   us. Check spellings, punctuation, line spacings etc. Your play doesn’t have to be grammatically  
   correct – and you might choose not to use standard punctuation – but it dOES need to be  
   consistent. Poor proofreading suggests a lack of professionalism.
 
CharaCter	2	 	 When you submit a play script to a theatre company or a script development organisation,  
   don’t staple it or bind it. use a simple bulldog clip that can be easily removed, for actors and  
   directors to use.

tHe eNd
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plAy Script forMAt exAMple

SAMPlE ShOw 1: dISClOSURE

SAMPlE ShOw 2: hIV TESTING

sample show 3: hiv/aids stigma

SAMPlE ShOw 4: hIV TREATMENT
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